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AIMS OF THE ASSOCIATION

Objeet
The advancement

06 muheum henviceh ~n Manitoba by:

a)

pnomoting the pnoteetion and p4ehe4vation 06 objecth,
hpecimenh, neco4dh and hiteh higni6icant to the natu4al
and human hihto4y 06 Manitoba;

bl

aiding in the impnovement
inhtitutionh;

cl

acting ah a clea4ing-houhe
inte4eht to muheumh;

d)

pnomoting the exchange 06 exhibition matenial and the
an4angement 06 exhibition;

el

co-openating with othe4 ahhociationh with himila4 aimh,
and by;

61

huch othen methodh ah may 6nom time to time be
deemed app4opniate.

06 muheumh ah educational
6on in6onmation 06 hpecial

Invitation to Membe4hhip
You ane invited to join the Ahhociation 06 Manitoba Muheumh
hO ah to take pa~t in ith activitieh and pnovide huppont non
ith p4ojecth.
Activitieh and P4ojecth

A numbe4 06 activitieh and p4ojecth
Ahhociation achieve ith objectiveh.

a4e planned to help the
Thehe include:

a)

the publication 06 a 4egula4 newhlette4 and/o4 qua4te4ly
to dihcuhh the activitieh 06 the muheumh, p4ovide in6o4mation
on exhibith, and to diht4ibute technical and cu4ato4ial
in6o4mation;

b)

a negula4ly updated liht 06 muheumh in the P4ovince,
including thei4 main 6ieldh 06 inte4eht and a liht 06
pe4honnel;

cl

the conduct 06 t4aining hemina4h aimed at dihcuhhing
p4oblemh 06 o4ganization, 6inancing, managementh, and
exhibitionh, at the int4oducto4y level;

di

a4ganizing t4avelling exhibith to tou4 the P4ovince;

C
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el

the completion 06 a P4ovincial invento4y to aAhiAt
in p4ehe4ving ou4 cultu4al he4itage.

Membe44hip ClaA4i6ication4
a)

bl

In4titutional Membe4~ - thiA iA 4e4t4icted to muAeumA
located within the P4ovince 06 Manitoba.
Annual C04t - $5.00.
Individual Membe4A -

theAe a4e open to any ~eAident

06 Manitoba who wi4heA to p4omote the aimA 06 the

AA4Dciation, whethe4 o4 not he o4 Ahe iA connected
with a muAeum.
Annual C04t - $3.00.

cl

6

AAAociate Membe44 - thi4 include4 inAtitutionA and
individualA outAide the P4ovince who wiAh to p4omote
the aim4 06 the AAAociation, whethe4 o4 not Auch membe4
i4 connected with a mu4eum.
Annual coAt - $3.00.
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EDITOR'S NEWS AND VIEWS

Jim Stanton

This Issue of the Quarterly sees us change our cover format
somewhat. For the first time, we've gone to an "action"
photograph rather than a shot of a museum building. The
change in colour is only temporary as there were none of the
green covers avai I able due to the ral I strike.
The American Association for State and Local History have
expressed cons _iderable interest In our publication and
referred to it as "lively and informative".
It's nice to
know someone out there is reading and enjoying our work.
This issue is a particularly interesting one.
I think you'll
find the articles varied and representative of the activities
of the Museums in Manitoba.
Our next issue wl I I discuss the Training Seminar and describe
some activities of the Association in the past year.
You' 11 note on the front page of the next issue that
Diane Skalenda is now Assistant Editor of the Quarterly. She
has been of tremendous assistance to me in preparing our pub I i cation for printing. This Is a smal I way of recognizing her
contribution to our Association.
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MENNONITE VILLAGE MUSEUM
About 60,000 Mennonites I ive in Manitoba. About one-quarter
of these Ii ve in Winni peg; the rest are scattered among the
hundreds of towns and vi I I ages, many of which have retained
their German names I ike Blumenort, Altona, Steinbach for 100
years.
The first Mennonites came to Manitoba from Russia in 1874, settt ing in Gruenfeld, now known as Kleefeld, in July.
Here, at the Mennonite Vi I I age . Museum, the Manitoba Mennonite
Historical Society is reconstructing a vi I I age characteristic
of Mennonite communities in Manitoba in the 1870 1 s and 1880 1 s.
While the early Mennonite communities were chiefly agricultural,
with farmsteads I ining a main street, some essential businesses
were often built within a few years after a community was
founded.
These might includ~ a blacksmith shop, printery,
genera I store , cheese factory _, saw mi I I a n d g r i st mi I I .
The museum has two objectives - to portray pioneer I ife in
Manitoba and Western Canada and to preserve the Mennonite
heritage .

•

As visualized by the museum committee, the museum wi 11 be a
growing, I iving institution that wi 11 be added to as each
generation seeks to preserve the history of the preceding
generation.
It is located on a forty-acre site one and one half miles
north of Steinbach on PTH 12.
Artifacts Building
The large, modern artifacts building is designed to display
and preserve the antiques and manuscripts which were gradually
being lost as they passed from generation to generation.
The structure is unique and interesting. The tat I gables
which form the roof of the artifacts bu i Id i ng were intended
to convey the concept of many groups of Mennonites in Manitoba,
al I having various facets, yet historically united. The churchI ike appearance of the bui I ding was conceived to convey the
idea that the history of the Mennonites centred around their
faith and their churches. The architect was Norman Reimer of
Winnipeg, a great-grandson of one of Steinbach's pioneers.
The artifacts bu i Id i ng was opened on September 3, I 967 when
Judge C. Spart ing of Winnipeg cut the ribbon to signify the
opening of the Manitoba Mennonite Vi I I age Museum.
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Artifacts are being added to the museum constantly as they
are donated or loaned to the Manitoba Mennonite Historical
Society for display.
Some of the items on display:
a wal I map of Mennonite migrations
a mode I of the f i rs t Menno n i t e v i I I age i n Man i to b a , show i n g
the field system of agriculture
period furniture dating back to 1900 and earlier
paintings of Mennonite I ife by Steinbach artist Mary Pauls
antique books, the oldest dating back to 1588
a I ibrary of books written by and about Mennonites
a dairy case containing butter churns, cheese press and
other items connected with the dairy operation
old sewing machines, spinning wheels, weaving loom
a large collection of antique clocks
clothing in styles worn by p' ioneers
display case of old dishes a~d crockery
coin co I I ect ion
photographs from around 1900
collection of washing machines, mangles,

irons

office furniture of historical significance
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Pioneer Mennonite vi I I ages were built along a street. Farmsteads I ined the street, with strips of land beyond. Outlaying lands were di.vided up among the inhabitants in such
a way that each farmer got some choice and some inferior land.

The first bui I ding you wi I I see as you walk along the street
of the vi I I age is the Mennonite house-barn. Mennonite farmsteads were unusual in that the house and barn are combined
rather than separate bui I dings as they are on modern farms.
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The museum farm 'home has the traditional garden, picket fence,
stock pen, furnishings and al I the I ittle things you would
have found in a Mennonite home at the turn of the century.
It is an original, moved from the vi I I age of Chortitz, 6 1/2
miles southwest of Winkler.
The construction is interesting. The walls are built up of
2 x 6 lumber laid flat on the side, providing tremendous Insulation. The outside is covered with siding, the inside with
plaster.
The I ayout of the Mennonite farm home is described in deta i I
in the book, Reflections on our Heritage, published by Derksen
Printers in 1971. This description, reprinted by permission,
fol lows:
The Mennonite House Plan - courtesy John C. Reimer
The unique house plan with attached barn that the Mennonites
brought with them to Canada in 1874 originated in Europe around
200 years ago.
When the Mennonites were forced out of Prussia and began immigrating to Russia in 1789, they transplanted their I ife style
to the Ukrainian steppes and further developed the vi I I age
system of which the house-barn was an integral part.
Regardless of which side of the street the house stood (though
i n some v i I I a g e s s u c h a s S t e i n ba c h t h,e y we re b u i I t on o n I y o n e
side) the front of the house generally faced either to the south
or to the east and al I the front doors in a vi I I age also faced
the same direction.
Approaching the house from the street along
path, a person would arrive at the front of
he would enter, come into the spacious hal I
Vorderhaus (front of the house). This area
doors including the entrance.

the driveway or
the house and as
or area cal led the
would have four

Upon entering, the door towards the street would lead to the
Grossestube ( large room) which was the I iving room and faced
the vi I I age street.
In this room, next to the huge Ziegelofen
(brick oven) there was a bu i It-in cabinet of wood about three
feet wide and as tat I as the cei I ing. This was cal led a
Mauerschrank (cupboard) and consisted of a chest of drawers
or wooden doors in the lower half and shelves and glass doors
in the upper half.
The door at the opposite side of the Vorderhaus led Into the
Sommerstube (summer room) which was the boys' bedroom.
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Mennonite House Plan

The fourth door in the entrance area was opposite a person
coming into the bui I ding and led to the Hinterhaus or back
of the house which served as the dining room. As you'd enter
this area you would pass the kitchen which was a comparatively
smal I room in the centre of the house with a large window on
two sides to let in I ight.
The kitchen was neat and compact and contained the kitchen
stove and I a rge kett I e for heating water. Above the ce i I Ing
of the kitchen, in the attic, was the large tapering chimney
which served a double purpose as a smokehouse and safety
feature to keep the sparks from flying out too quickly and
igniting the thatched roof.
The chimney was about five feet square at the bottom and access
to it for cleaning or placing meat was gained through a metal
door in the attic.
Next to the dining room, going towards the barn, was a long
narrow room which was the pantry.
In here, under the stairs
going to the attic, were also the steps down into the smal I
basement or root eel lar.
Between the pantry and the boys' bedroom would be the pass~ge
or hallway leading to the barn. This corridor had a door at ·
each end to keep odors from the barn out of the house. A
flight of stairs also led from the corridor to the attic
where the grain was stored.
Next to the dining room, going away from the barn area and
towards the street was, first of al I, the Kleine Stube (smal I
room) which was the girls' bedroom and then the master bedroom
(Eckstube, translated meaning corner room) which was entered
from the I iving room.
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There were, naturally, some variations in the use of the room
to suit the individual but as a whole this house plan was very
closely adhered to even if in some of the smaller houses some
wa 11 s were omitted in order to combine rooms.
The Ii vi ng room
would always be at the front of the house nearest to the street
and the kitchen at the other end.
Another standard feature of the Mennonite house was that there
would be four windows of equal size on each side and two at
the end.

An item of great importance in the home was the large brick
heater in the centre of the bu i Id i ng next to the k I tchen and
extending into the I iving room. Though used primarily for
heating the house, it had a return-flue and a space on top
of the fire box which could be used for cooking. The fire
box itself was regularly used for baking in winter time when
the brick heater was in use.
Because of the heater's size and construction, it usu a I I y
kept the house warm continuously if heated up only twice a
day, morning and evening.
The heater was fired from the kitchen and worked equally well
with a variety of fuel.
In Steinbach and the East Reserve
there was no shortage of wood for fuel but in the West Reserve
manure was used.
To prepare this, moist manure and straw were spread on the
ground to a depth of about one foot.
Horses were then walked
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over this until it was fairly compact. When partly dry,
after a few days, it was cut into square with a spade and
pi I ed in such a way that the drying process cou Id be comp I eted.
Fuel made in this manner was odorless and provided
slow but adequate heat.
The barn on a Mennonite house-barn was always attached to
the end away from the street with the front on the same side
as the house. As a rule the barn would be a total of two
feet wider than the house, extending one foot past the house
on each side. The wal Is of the barn and the ridge of the roof
were also about two feet higher and the roof of the barn had
much the same slant as that of the house.
The barn, together with_ the hay mow section at the far end,
was much longer than the house and al I the way along the back
side would be a narrow lean-to with the edge of the roof about
the height of a, door. Also traditional was the row of smal I
windows running along the length of the front of the barn and
the huge door, large enough for a hay rack to pass through.
,.

.

The arrangement inside the barn varied somewhat. Generally
there was an aisle in the middle that ran from the door to
the house to the door in the hay mow with the cows on one
side and the horses on the other.
In cases where al I the
I ivestock and poultry was kept under one roof, the hens would
be kept in the lean-to on the front side of the barn and the
pigs in the lean-to on the back side.
In the barn, you wi I I be able to see the dovetal I construction
and the wooden pegs used for nai Is.
Thatched Roof Log Building
The log bui I ding with thatched roof shown here was typically
pioneer. The inside . has been adapted to Mennonite style.
Construction is similar to the log cabins bui It by settlers
already in Manitoba before the Mennonites came.
Log houses were finished with lath and plaster on the interior
and cracks were plastered on the outside. The roof of this log
house was thatched with six-foot-long reeds. They were cut by
scythe east of Giroux and at the Lake Manitoba delta and removed
sheaf by sheaf as they were cut.
This particular building is of oak log construction and was
moved in from the vi I I age of Waldheim, south of Morden.
School
The school here was a district public school in Barkfield.
It
was bought for $1.00 at a time when consolidation I iquidated
most country schools. The seats and carvings on them are ori-
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The first Mennonite schools were private and ~ublic schools
such as this one were built after 1916.
The Mennonite Church
The ch u r ch you see here wa s former I y · u s e d by t ~ e O.1, d Co I:on y
Mennonites southwest of Winkler.
It was built in 1881 and
used regularly until 1967.

In 1968 it was moved to the museum site.
The building is typical of Mennonite churches of the early
days - frame structures with plain windows and no ornamentation.
A centre aisle separated the men's section from the
women's section.
Facing the pulpit, women sat on the right;
men sat on the I eft.
Services were usually lengthy, supplemented by songs with many
verses sung in monotone in most churches.
Song leaders and
assistant ministers as wel I as the deacons sat on the platform
on either side of the pulpit.
The church attic was used to store grain for the poor. This
form of relief was the earliest welfare system used by the
Mennonites in Manitoba.
The Wi ndm i I I
The windmi I I on the Mennonite Vi I I age Museum grounds, completed
in October 1972, is a rep I ica of the windmi 11 bui It in Steinbach
in 1877 by Mennonite pioneer businessman Abram S. Friesen.
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The four-storey mi I I was constructed at a cost of $2,000.
Mi I I wright was Peter K. Barkman.
The mi 11 was 30 feet in
diameter in the bottom and 20 feet in diameter at the top.
It stood in the general proximity of where Friesen Machine
Shop stands on Steinbach's Main Street today.
The
One
the
had
was

mi I I was dismantled and moved to Rosenort in March 1879.
of the main reasons for this was that the bush area around
mi I I stopped the windmi I I and hindered the operation.
It
several different owners after being moved to Rosenort and
finally dismantled around 1920.

The original Steinbach mi I I was used for both grinding grain
and sawing lumber.
It was of central European construction
and one of about four bui It by the Russian Mennonites who
settled in the Steinbach area after 1874.
It was capable of
mi 11 ing up to 100 bags of grain per hour and had two mi 11 ing
stones, five feet in diameter.
Around 1968 plans were formulated for building a replica mill.
Dutch officials were contacted who gave valuable support and
direction to the museum committee.
Blueprints for the Steinbach
mi 11 were drawn up in Holland after technical advisors from
that country came to Steinbach to study the site and choose
the best I ocat ion.

,.
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With the completion of blueprints by the Dutch Windmi I I Society,
the services of Dutch mi I lwright, Jan Mendendorp, were contracted.
The Society was able to find a windmi 11 in Tensbuettel, Germany
from which parts such as the gears, main shaft and axle were
appropriated. Several other major parts such as the fan tai I and
cap were bu i It in Ho I I and and shipped to Canada. Actua I construction
at the Steinbach site began in early June 1972 following the
arr i va I of Mr. Medendorp.
The basic windmi I I structure was constructed around a framework
of eight huge Douglas fir poles, 32 feet long. No nai Is were
used in the basic construction and the wal I and huge girders were
assembled on the ground. When everything on the framework was
completed, a crane was used for erection.
Final cost of the windmi I I was approximately $100,000.
The Steinbach windmi 11 is the only one of its kind in Canada.
While reconstruction of old windmills is more common, hardly any
new windmi I ls have been bui It in the world in the last 50 years.
Bu s ·I n es s e s
Beginning to take shape is the business section of the vi I I age,
with a blacksmith shop, printery and store already set up.
The blacksmith shop is fully equipped with forge, anvil and other
tools of this once-popular trade.
The printery contains t .he first press used in the Southeast,
which printed the first paper, the Giroux Advocate. The press
was bought by Jacob S. Friesen of Kleefeld in 1909 and moved to
Giroux in 1912.
In 1914 Mr. Friesen moved his press to Steinbach.
Steinbach's first store, built by Klaas W. Reimer in 1884, has
been moved to the Vi I I age Museum.
It ls stocked with typical
items sold by Mr. Reimer in the 1880 1 s.
Farm Machinery
Dominating the display of equipment is the huge Reeves 32 horsepower
steamer, C 1910) the type which has been credited with winning much
of the land in the West. These huge machines, weighing 32,000 lbs.
could pul I a nine-share plow or run a hugh threshing machine.
The threshing stone is probably the oldest piece of threshing
equipment on the grounds.
It was preceded by the flai I. Also
on the grounds is a "horse power", a set of gears powered by
horses and used to operate a primitive threshing machine, straw
cutter and other machinery. Note also there is a sheaf loader,
a dri I I plow, sawing rig, threshing machines and an early combine.
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THE SETTLEMENT PATTERN SURVEY PROJECT:

YEAR TWO
Ronald J. Nash ,

Introduction
In the Dawson and Hind Quarterly of September 1972, the author
wrote a detailed account of the Manitoba Museum's archaeological project In the Mel lta area of southwestern Manitoba. The
objectives of the project can be briefly restated as (I) the
location of new sites, (2) the definition of settJemerit patterns and (3) assessing any evidence of change In the rel lglous
and social organization of the late Archaic and Woodland period
peoples of the last 3,000 years. To meet these alms, we employed
a sampl Ing methodology which focused the survey on 36 sections
of land containing portions of the Souris River or of the
Antler Creeks (where burial mounds are concentrated) or segments of the non-riverine plains uplands area.
In 1972, we
surveyed 17 1/2 sections of land, tested the Shannon Site
and two pseudo-mounds and presented some projected results of
our work In the pre I lmlnary report of that year.

...

The 1973 Field Season
In May and June of 1973, the author together with Cl lfford Huot
and Denis Tel I fer surveyed the remaining 18 1/2 sections to
complete the field work. Whereas the sections surveyed in
1972 were mostly plains sections, the 1973 sections were mostly
riverine and produced a greater amount of material. The one
plains section examined had a single site, while we recorded
(and usually collected from) 83 sites on the other 17 complete
river sections. Only one of the river sections yielded no
artifacts, but this Is not surprising since it was entirely
In pastureland. Ten of the riverine sections had either
definite mounds or had mounds of the sort tested In 1972.
Site Sampl Ing Procedures

"

The sampl Ing techniques were employed not only In deciding
which sections to survey, but also In making surface col lectlons
from four of the larger sites examined In 1973. The best known
of these sites Is the Snyder Site (DgMg-15) situated at the
confluence of the Gainsborough Creek and the Souris River.
The site covers 27 acres and has from five to seven associated
mounds (Capes 1963). While col lectlons have been made from
the site since 1927, It remains a matter of conjecture how
much of the 27 acres was occupied at any one time or short
period of time. Our response to this situation was to lay out
seven 50 x 50 meter squares on alternate sides of the base
I lne running the length of the site. A distance of 50 metres
separated each square from which col lectlons were made.
Unfortunately, the remaining surface material was not plentiful
enough to decide on the occupation question. Figure I 11 lustrates
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the project lie points and scrapers from the control led and
uncontrolled samples which were collected.
A short distance away Is the Snyder Mound Site (DgMg-119)
on the northwest quarter of section 28, township 2, range 27.
This site, adjacent to the Snyder Mound, covers at least
70,000 square metres and was sampled by laying a 50 metre
grid over the site and then selecting from a table of random
numbers, 7 squares for Intensive collecting, I.e. approximately
a 28% sample. This Is a good sample, for the site has received much less attention from collectors. The site Is
related to the Snyder site and perhaps merely an extension
of It In Woodland times for they both have Manitoba, Selkirk
and Besant occupations.
In the Archaic Period, however, the
Snyder site was occupied by Pel lean Lake peoples, while the
Snyder Mound site has Oxbow occupation. Diagnostic I lthlcs
from the Snyder Mound Site are II lustrated In Figure 2.
In
Figure 3 are I lthlcs from the nearby Yellow Qull I Site
CDgMg-122) which again had Manitoba, Selkirk and Besant
occupations In Woodland times.
Less ambitious but stll I carefully control led samples were
taken from the Feland Site CDgMh-48) on the South Antler Creek
and from a site DgMf-77 sl lghtly north of the Moore mounds
In Section 23, township 2, Range 27. At the Feland Site,
which Is about 150,000 square metres In area, we collected
from four 50 x 50 metre squares located at equal Intervals
over the length of an east-west transect of the site. Two
squares of this size constituted the bulk of the sample taken
from Site DgMf-77 which Is about 21,000 square metres In area.
Other smaller or less productive sites were treated as In 1972,
namely, a 100% sample taken, or a more haphazard grab sample
was taken within a system of subdivision by lots.
Results of the Project
Recording of Sites
In the two years of our survey, we recorded 156 sites, only a
few of which had been previously examined by Nickerson or Syms.
Most of these sites are smal I and undlagnostlc as to the period
of occupation, but the total does Include two (and possibly
three) Paleo-Indian components, 15 Archaic (or probable Archaic)
components, 29 Woodland components and two early Historic components. There are eight sites which were In use during two or
more of these periods. Some of these sites can be read I ly
Identified as to phase, but some of the Woodland components
require pottery analysis which Is beyond the scope of this
report. Burial mounds were of particular interest and In our
survey we recorded 72 mounds or possible mounds, two of which
were tested.
In the face of Increased amateur col lectlng and
continuing agricultural operations of mixed benefit to archaeologists, this new and structured data comprises a timely and
Important addition to our knowledge of this area.
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Settlement Patterns:

Methodology

The second objective of our survey was the definition of
late archaic and woodland settlement patterns.
There are
several problems In doing this, namely, loose chronological
controls, sampl Ing errors arising from the activity of
collectors and difficulties of observation where entire
sections or portions thereof contain unbroken pastureland.
Then there Is the problem of whether zonal settlement
patterns can be recovered using only a comprehensive sampl Ing
approach - a problem discussed by Mayer-Oakes and Nash (1964),
The present appl !cation constitutes a practical test of the
sampl Ing approach.
First, we can note that sites pertaining to al I general
periods or stages have been discovered, lncludlng at least
two Paleo-Indian components, These early man sites are only
of the Agate Basin cultu re, but the absence of other kinds
of early man sites Is not unexpected considering their generally
low frequencies, nor Is their absence detrimental to this
study whic h Is focused on later time horizons. The Archaic
Period Is wel I represented by the Oxbow and McKean cultures
although less so by Pel lean Lake. The Woodland Period, beginning about the time of Christ, Is wel I represented In Its
Initial stage by the Besant culture. Other contemporary
(middle) Woodland cultures are represented to a lesser degree
In the col lectlons and remain to be securely Identified. The
Avon lea culture Isl for al I purposes absent fr om our samples,
which the later Manitoba •nd Selkirk cultures have the largest
number of components.
The sample als o appears to be adequate In terms of the functionally different kinds of sites known fr om the area as wel I
as the sizes of these sites. The site sample Includes not only
a wide variety of habitation sites and smal I activity areas,
but als o at least two probable bison kll I sites, mounds and
workshop sites. There are three unusually large and productive
sites known fr om the area - the Ell lot Village Site, the
Riverview Site and the Snyder Site, the last o f these forming
a part of our sample.
Settlement Patterns:

River and Plains

The Information derived from the sampl Ing survey seems sufficient
to permit some Inference about the zonal settlement patterns.
In al I nine townships, both the riverine and plalns environments
have been occupied with only four of the 36 sections (two river
and two plains) containing no cultural material. Moreo ver,
these four sections were mostly unbroken pastureland. Of 156
sites, 120 are along the 24 creek or river sections, while
36 are on the 12 plains upland sections, for an average of five
sites, per river section as opposed to three sites per plains
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section. There are two Paleo-lndlan components, one of which
Is along a waterway. There are 15 Identifiable archaic components, 13 of which are along rivers or creeks and of the
29 definite woodland components, 27 are riverine In locale.
These Identifiable sites are concentrated between Mel lta and
Coulter Park where the South Antler enters the Souris River.
Distributional plotting also shows that the South Antler Creek
has more associated sites than does the North Antler Creek.
It Is not surprising that there are 40% more sites along the
rivers and creeks, but comparison of the plains/riverine distribution ratios for the Identifiable archaic and woodland
components (15 and 29 respectively) with the distribution for
al I sites would Indicate that there Is a stl I I greater tendency
for the Identifiable sites to be riverine In location. Conversely, there is a tendency for unidentifiable sites having
neither points or pottery, that Is, smal I sites with a few
flakes, cores and undlagnostlc tools perhaps denoting stray
kl I I sites, workshops or overnight camps, to predominate In
the plains uplands. We can also logically conclude that bison
Jumps wll I be restricted to the river areas where there are
the necessary cl lffs and drive places.
Finally, there Is apparently some difference bet~een the plains
and river sections In that true burial mounds and particularly
I inear mounds, seem to correlate with the river sections. This
Is the case for such known mounds as the Brockenton and Heath
mounds, the Moore group and the various Snyder mounds which
are located on the high terrace above the flood plain (Capes
1963).
In the course of our survey, we reeorded at least
19 smal I circular or oblong mounds on six of the 12 plains
sections and 53 (or more) mounds on 13 of the river sections.
In 1972, we tested two of these smal I, but distinct mound
features, one on a plains section, the other on a river section.
On the basis of these tests, It appears that most or al I of
these plains mounds are not burial mounds (although they may
be artificial). Superficially, there Is nothing to dist i nguish
the 41 new riverine mounds not recorded by Nickerson from the
plains mounds and the same conservative hypothesis should hold ••.
most or al I of these features are not burial mounds, Only
resistivity surveying or core sampl Ing could economically reveal
the nature of these features.
Settlement Patterns:

Archaic and Woodland

Although the Identifiable sites have not yet been rigorously
classified by phase, we can at least ascertain whether there
are any gross differences in the zonal settlement patterns of
the archaic and woodland peoples, other than the presence of
burial mounds among woodland peoples. There are more sites
that can be assigned to the Woodland period than to the Archaic,
but this difference is somewhat ii lusory since the Identification of Woodland sites Is fact I ltated by the presence of pottery
In the artifact complex. Plotting of the archaic and woodland
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sites reveals no significant shift In the pattern of site
distribution, moreover, eight of the 15 sites with archaic
components also have woodland components.
For the purpose of studying community settlement patterns,
we attempted to estimate the size of sites whenever possible.
Such estimates had I lttle meaning In the case of extremely
smal I sites having a potsherd or a few flakes and were suspect in the case of a thin, diffuse, non-diagnostic scatter
of material over a large area. Where the boundaries of a
site appeared more real than arbitrary, however, we made areal
estimates. By using a loose framework of smal I (1-50,000 sq. m.>,
medium (50-100,000 sq. m.) and large (IOO-t50,000 sq. m.) sites,
we can group and compare archaic and woodland sites whose area
was measured, or which can otherwise confldently be placed in
one of these categories. There are six single component archaic
sites for which size estimates can be made. Five of these are
smal I In size and one can questionably be classified as large.
The situation for probable single component woodland sites Is
sl lghtly different with seven smal I sites, one medium-sized
site and one large one (The Feland Site). There are also
eight sites having both archaic and woodland components, four
of which are smal I, three of medium size and one large.
In
this latter group of sites, the Snyder and Snyder Mound sites
have more woodland than archaic occupation, but this cannot be
said for the other sites. Thus, although the total sample
was smal I, we can tentatively conclude that there Is only a
marginal shift towards larger sites In Woodland times. Medium
and large sized sites are a definite part of the Woodland
community patterns, but the WI I I lams Site (DhMg-86), the Moore
Mound Site (DgMf-84) and less plausibly, Site DgMg-137 leave
open the posslblllty that archaic groups also had large camps.
A decision on this awaits additional survey and phase analysis
Data on the seasonal tty of the medium and large sites Is
important and as yet unaval I able for the study of settlement
patterns, bu t perhaps as a general model we can view at least
the Woodland patterns In whole or In part as being ot the Central
Based Wandering type (Beardsley et al 1956) wherein a community
spends part of each year at a central base camp and the remainder
In a number of outcamps.
Social Change and the General System Theory
Beyond site survey and definition of settlement patterns, the
project had as a more complex and elusive objective, the comparative study of soc I al and rel iglous organization. Speclflcal ly, we wish to compare mound-building cultures with cultures
that did not bul Id mounds In the context of a systems view of
culture wherein an Important change In one cultural subsystem
such as a change In mortuary practices would produce compensating changes In other subsystems such as social organization
In order to re-establ lsh a dynamic equl I lbrlum for the whole
culture. The construction of burial mounds denotes a shift In
the mortuary practices related to the rel lglous-occult subsystem
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and under the terms of the system model, If those are
Important changes, there should be corresponding adjustments
In the soclal organization, which are I lkely to be reflected
In the settlement patterns.
If we pursue this problem by assuming the woodland period Is
colncldental with the Introduction of Besant culture and moundbul ldlng, we can then proceed to compare the sizes of sites
with no accompanying mounds In the section against sites having
adjacent mounds or mounds at least In the same section. Of the
nine single component woodland sites with a measureable site
area, four are smal I sites with no associated mounds; one Is a
large site with no mounds; three are smal I sites with mounds and
one Is a medium-sized site with an associated mound. Among
the nine multicomponent sites, there Is a medium-sized site and
three smal I sites with no mounds together with two smal I sites,
two medium sites and one large site with mounds. With one
exception, these are definite mounds and not the pseudo-mounds
discussed above. Considering these two sets of data Independently
or In combined form, we can conclude that there Is a smal I, but
noticeable tendency for mound-bu I I ding peoples to have larger
vii lages some of the tlme •.•• particularly camps In the mediumsize range.
Thus, we have a marginal shift In the zonal settlement pattern
together with a smal I change In the community settlement
pattern where mounds were constructed. Given these results
we can argue either that the general system theory is not val id
In this Instance and that Kroeker (1927) was correct In viewing
mortuary practices as unstable and not Isomorphic with the
total culture, or we can argue more profitably that the changes
In mortuary practices were of less consequence than was hypothesized and that they did not necessitate significant adjustments
In other parts of the cultural system. Even the smal I changes
that did occur in social organization were not necessarily
caused by changes In mortuary practices for the determinants
of settlement patterns ~re multiple, and we have been concerned
with only a single variable. The most reasonable explanation
at the ~oment would be to say that the Increased mortuary ritual
and the labor Involved In erecting these mounds were easily
accommodated within the existing social organization of the
various archaic groups.
Linear Mounds
In concluding this report, we can offer some speculations on
the function of the I I near mounds present in this area. These
long, low ridges resembl Ing railway grades were not themselves
Intended for burials. The Internments are Invariably In the
conical mounds at the termini of these features. We lack good
measurements on the orientations of these features, but most
of them are oriented in a northwest-southwest direction.

-24Nickerson (Capes 1963:29) determined the direction of I lnear
mounds five and six on section 15, township two, range 27
as being 35 degrees east of south and 30 degrees east of
south respectively. A few other mounds fol low the cardinal
points of the compass (which of course these people did not
possess) and/or Incorporate a right angle In their layout.
In recent years, discoveries In the emerging field of astro'archaeology have demonstrated Just how sophisticated so cal led
"primitive" peoples were In their astronomical knowledge. Does
not the absence of burials and the regular orientation of these
features suggest that their design was not wholly ritual lstlc,
but also astronomical In Intent? Were there lay astronomerarchitects among these people? There Is some evidence In
support of this Idea, but It Is not overwhelming. The orientation of 30-35 degrees east of south does not correlate with
the rising and setting of the sun, moon or any of the planets,
but experiments In the museum's planetarium with settings of
1000 A.D. and 1500 A.O. show a constellation and two stars to
be of significance particularly at the latter date. The
constel latlon Is Sagittarius the Archer which would be rising
at sunset In July and the stars Involved are Pollux (visual
magnitude 1.16) and Beta Taurl (visual magnitude 1.65), bright
stars but not of known mythological Importance. At about
1054 A.O., the Crab Nebula Supernova appeared In that part of
the sky under examination. This was an event faml I lar to
Chinese Astronomers of the time, but we do not know whether
this star, or the other two stars or Sagittarius were of
Importance to the peoples of southwestern Manitoba or
whether their correlation with the I I near mounds were completely
unrelated occurences. My guess Is that these relationships
however obscure In meaning, are the product of design not
chance.
Footnote:
The new sites from the two field seasons have been assigned
the fol lowing Borden numbers DgMg 75-137, 144-157; OhMg 75-100;
OgMh 25-50; OgMl25-31; OgMf 74-83; DhMf 79-80. Where sites already
had a Borden designation, e.g., OgMg 15, 22, 34, OhMg 4-9,
these were used.
In the 1972 report, the designation of the
Deplaedt Site was lncorrect •.•.•• it should be OhMg-75.
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PRESERVATION OF CASE PHOTOGRAPHS

Peggy Ann Kusnerz

Edito4'h Note: The 6ollowing a4ticle o4iginally appea4ed
in the Michigan Muheum Reviewh, Vol. 7, No. 4. It Wah
4ep4inted Zn the C.M.A. Gazette 4ecently and iA p4inted
he~e becauhe it appe44h to anhWe4 a numbe4 06 quehtionh
that have come up ~ecently.

Present-day Americans are very faml I lar with the process of
photography. Photographic Images are perceived dally In magazines, in newspapers, and on bl I I boards. The Inexpensive Kodak
and Polaroid cameras provide the opportunity for many people to
become Involved In the actual production of photographs. One
result of this faml I larity ls the development of a casual
attitude toward the photo image. This, however, has not always
been the situation. When the photographic process was first
Introduced to America In September 1839, photographs were
treated I Ike jewels. The first photographs were produced on
copper, glass, or tin - not on paper as they are today.
2-3/4 X 2-1/4 11 , 3-1/4 X 4--1/4", 4-1/4 X 6-1/2 11 , 6-1/2 X 8-1/2 11
and 8-1/2 x 13" were the most frequent sizes of these copper,
glass and tin plates. Each exposed plate was handsomely housed
In a leather case.
(Thus the term "case photograph".) The case
was I lned with red silk or velvet~ The Image was luxuriously
framed by a series of gold mats which served to both protect
and enhance the image beauty (see pictures I & 2).
Today, curators and archivists are aware of the value of case
photographs in historical research and In museum exhibits.
Knowledge of the preservation and storage of early photographic
forms Is then essential to the professional museum or archive
staff. As information concerning photographic preservation ls
often scattered or Inaccessible, the fol lowing article wit I
summarize methods currently used to preserve daguerreotypes,
ambrotypes, and tintypes.
The first photographic form was named the daguerreotype In
honor of Louis Daguerre who discovered the process In France,
1839. Samuel Morse, the American Inventor of the telegraph,
introduced the process to the American pub I le in the fat I of
1839. The process was enthuslastlcal ly received and within a
short time many people were engaged In the profession of
"daguerreotyping".
·
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A daguerreotype Is essentially a si Iver-coated copper plate
which has been polished to a fine mirror finish, Inserted Into
a camera, exposed to I lght and washed with mercury and water.
The daguerreotype Image surface Is very del lcate and can east ly
be wiped away. The Image can also be permanently obscured by
fingerprints and smudges.
In sorting a collection of unidentified photographic forms,
the daguerreotype can be east ly Identified through two observations. First, the daguerreotype is a mirror with a permanent
Image. Move the case In question back and forth In your hand.
At some point, you should see the Image clearly - but at another,
you should see your own reflection. Second, evidence of tarnish
may appear on the Image surface or clrcl Ing the Image near the
gold mat. This is the same blue-grey patina as appears on unpolished silverware. This tarnish Is an Indication that
moisture and air have affected the Image surface and should be
If the Image is
washed and resealed (see below for procedure).
out of its case, examination of the image back will show the
item to be clearly made of copper. The daguerreotype is the
only photographic form to exhibit these characteristics.
After the daguerreotypes have been Identified, examine the items
for damage. Smudges and fingerprint damage Is permanent. The
daguerreotype should be kept under a glass with a buffermat,
to prevent further damage. However, other techniques may be
used to protect and restore daguerreotypes from other forms of
deterioration. For example, tarnish and grime may be removed.
The fol lowing Is the cleaning formula developed by Mrs. Ruth
Field of the Missouri Historical Society.
It Is known as the
Ravensway method because Charles van Ravensway, director of the
same society, first publ lcized the method In the periodical
IMAGE (Volume 5, Number 7, September 1965):
I.

Wash the daguerreotype plate In dist I I led water.

2.

Wash the plate in a solution of the fol lowing unti I the
tarnish and discoloration are removed.
Dist I I led water
Thlourea
Phosphoric acid (85%)
Non-Ionic wetting agent
CPhotoflo)
DI st I I I ed water to make I I I tre

500 cc ·.
70 gm.

80 cc.
2

cc.

3.

Wash the plate under running water.

4.

Wash the plate In a ml Id soap solution.

5.

Wash the plate again In running water and again in a second
bath of distilled water.

6.

Immerse in 95% grain alcohol, drain, dry the plate. Using
one of two methods: a. Hold plate high over a flame untl I
dry.
b. Blow cool air from a hand dryer until dry.
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Picture 1. Daguerreotype of Mrs. Defoe, date unknown.

Picture 2. Components of case photographs - ambrotype.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Ambrotype (lower right corner) two early Michigan settlers
Gold mat (above ambrotype) serves as buffer
between image surface and glass
Glass Plate (left of ambrotype) protective cover
Binder (above glass plate) made of soft metal,
holds image, mat, and glass together; tape is
placed around this unit for sealing purposes
Cases (far right) the above unit is squeezed tightly into place.
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The daguerreotype components (picture 2) should then be
combined and made air tight through reseal Ing. The
Photographic Historical Society of New York recommends
the use of Scotch Brand Magic Mending Tape in this
operation.
The daguerreotype continued to be produced through 1855.
However, the ambrotype, the second form of case photography,
was patented In 1852. The ambrotype Is a glass negative
with a col lodlon or albumen emulsion backed with a black
paint or wax to render a positive-Image effect. The ambrotype was a popular development for the annoying doubleimage of the daguerreotype Is lacking. This Is its most
obvious distinguishing feature from· the daguerreotype.
In determining ambrotypes from tintypes, lt Is often necessary
to remove the Image from the case. Upon examination the ambrotype appears as a glass square with a black paint or waxy
substance on the back and a ghostly negative image on the
Image surface. After problems of sollage, the ~econd most
frequent preservation problem in ambrotypes is the deterioration of this black backing. The wax or paint may chip off
giving the image surface a patched appearance. The ambrotype of two early Michigan settlers (picture 2) 11 lustrates
this peel Ing. To rev Ital lze the Image place the Image over
black velvet or repaint the back with black enamel. · In cases
in which the emulsion Itself has deteriorated only a copy
photo can be made to record the Image for future reference.
In 1856, Professor Hannibal Smith of Ohio produced photographs
on an iron base cal led ferreotypes or more popularly - tintypes.
The tintype appears to have a flat chocolate brown surface,
but will often be tinted with colors; for example, blue toned
pants on Union soldiers. The tintype Is the easiest case
photo to identify. Remove It from Its case and tap - It wi I I
sound tinny. Tintypes are usually In better condtt·lon than
daguerreotypes or ambrotypes. The images wi I I not wipe away
or fingerprint as do daguerreotypes. The plate wll I not break
as the glass ambrotype. However, scratches can be lnfl lcted
on the tintype surfac e and care should be taken to protect
tintypes from this da fua ge.
In the preservation of tintypes, as in daguerreotypes and
ambrotypes, the fol lowing general procedures should be fol lowed.
Keep al I plate photograph~ In their original cases.
If necessary
empty cases can be purchased through antique dealers for nominal
fees, and loose Images can be replaced In these cases.
If
this Is not possible, keep the Images under plates of glass.
(Note that daguerreotypes require a metal buffer between the
glass and the Image surface to avoid smears.)
If the tintypes and ambrotypes must remain loose (no case, no glass)
place each separate plate In non-acidic paper sleeves.
(See notes for purchase Information).
Before restoring any case photographs, make a photographic
copy Just In case you lose the image in the process. House
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cases look nice but their chemical nature interacts with
chemistry of photographs and speeds deterioration.
Do not write on the photo cases. Accession numbers and
Identifying information can be typed on non-acidic paper
and slipped into the case. An efficient storage and retrieval
method for case photographs ls the use of pendaflex folders
in an ordinary metal file cabinet. Pendaflex folders have
metal tabs on each end which run along metal rods that frame
the fl le drawer. Each folder is suspended independent of
the other so there ls no crushing or sagging of folders.
Place a separate case photo in each folder, label the folder
not the image. This sytem al lows for direct access to specific cases without looking through a series of cases, which
means less wear on the col lectlon.
This article has out I ined briefly the basic methods currently
used to preserve, restore, and file case photographs. The
author ls available to discuss and aid curators in their
preservation efforts. The fol lowing annotated bibl lography
wi I I lead to more specific sources concerning this very broad
topic.
BOOKS
I.

Francis, George E., "Photography As An Aid To Local History",
American Antiquarian Society, Apri I, 1888, pp. 274-282.
(Yes, the date is correct! The most reasoned and lucid
arguments for acquiring and preserving photographic
materials.)

2.

Newhalt, Beaumont, "Ambrotype: A Short and Unsuccessful
Career," Image, October, 1958, p. 171.

3.

Ne whalt , Beaumont, The Daguerreotype in America, Ne w York
Graphic Society, New York, 1968.
(Discusses the effects of the daguerreotype on American
society and economics.)

4.

Taft, Robert, Photography and the American Scene, MacMl I Ian
Company, New York, 1965.
(Best general history of photography In America paperback $3.50)

MAGAZINES & JOURNALS
I.

Image: Journal of Photography and Motion Pictures of the
George Eastman House.
Scholarly, wel I researched articles of the people and
events prominent in the history of photography. Notices
of exhibitions, events, book reviews.
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2.

New Daguerreian Journal
Reprints from original 1850 1 s journal.
the techniques or daguerreotyping.
The Daguerrelan Society Inc.
·
1360 Haines Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210 - SI0.00

3.

Emphasis on

Graphic Antiquarian, The Magazine for Collectors of
Photograph I ca
Recommended for those Interested In early equipment.
Graphic Antiquarian
4618 Woodcraft Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana 46226 - $5.00

4.

Picturescope
Book Reviews, preservation Information, organization
of materials.
Librarians point of view.
SLS Picture Division, Treas.
New York Publ le Library
P~cture Col lectlon (Room 73)
Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street
New York, New York 10018 - $6.00

SUPPLIES
Newmade Industries, Inc., 720 White Plain Road, Scarsdale,
New York 10583 - Write for free catalogue on steel cabinets
and other storage material.
The Hol I inger Corporation, 3810 South Ml le Run Drive,
Ari ington, Virginia 22206 - For acid free fl les, boxes,
folders and sleeves
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ON JOB TRAINING

Warren Clearwater

July 25th, 1973 marked the opening day of the 19th Annual
Thresherman's Reunion at the Austin Agricultural Museum.
Seceral staff members of the Manitoba Museum of Man and
Nature had the opportunity to attend this event. Rather
than try to describe the many happenings throughout the day,
we have recorded several of the day's events pictorially.

•
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REGARDING PICTURE DISPLAY

Watson Crossley

Probably ours Is not the only museum where the problem of
displaying old photos Is of some concern. Various methods
wit I have been adopted by different museums.
For those who
have the finances aval table the manufactured forms may be
secured. However the average museum Is seldom In this fortunate
position.
Possibly the method that I have recently completed may be of
Interest to someone else. Certainly It works satlsfactorl ly,
requires I lttle labour and is Inexpensive and the materlal is
available from your local lumber yard. Others may vary the
design from what I used and probably even improve upon It.
However It suited me to use a backboard of three-quarter Inch
plywood, sixteen Inches in width and somewhat longer than the
"pages" that are to be used. Take two pieces of I by 2 Inch
board 16 Inches In length. Ori I I one-quarter inch holes one
Inch apart the length of these strips. Nal I these strips
edgeways across the backboard the distance apart that the page
sheets are to be, In my case 30 Inches or just sl lghtly more,
so that the pages wl I I swing freely.
At the lumber yard I had two 4 by 8 foot sheets of one-eighth
Inch Presdtex Utility Hardboard cut Into 30 Inch strips.
Wishing some pages 28 Inches In width, this gave me six of this
width and six that were 20 Inches wide which was also suitable
for my requirements.
(Some one else might desire that the
pages be al I, say, 24 Inches wide).
Now for hinges:
used strips of aluminum four or f Ive inches
In width, from which I cut four inch pieces cross wide.
I
found this material bent readily and was strong enough for the
purpose. When bent these would clamp over the edges of the
"page''. As It Is necessary that the backs of these bent hinges
be kept large enough for a heavy wire to later pass through, I
found that the flange of a piece of railroad Iron made a perfect
anvil upon which to shape these hinges leaving the required
space for the wires when the hinges are In place.
Two of these hinges are now clamped to the edge of the "page"
top and bottom. A third might even be placed halfway between
these, but the two appear to be sufficient. Some may prefer
to use rivets to secure the hinges to the sheets as being slightly
neater than that which I used, but wll I take tonger.
In my case,
I had available some very I ight soft roofing type nal Is that
bent easily and merely had to be driven . through the hinge and
sheet and bent over tightly - this was quite effective.
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You wil I require a length of straight, heavy wire to go
through the hole In the cross piece on the backboard and
the opening left in the hinge with a bend at the top end
to prevent Its going right through.
It is wel I to have
the wire in place when attaching the hinge to the sheet to
ensure that the space left Is large enough to accommodate
the wire later.
Al I you have to do now Is place the hinged edge of the sheet
between dri I led cross pieces on the backboard, sl Ip the wire
though the hole and the hinges and "Presto" you have your
album!
It has cost less than $10.00 for material and only a
half days labour.
I sprayed the backboard with black paint
for appearance. This form wl I I easily accommodate twelve
pages.
Probably the backboard could even be dispensed with and the
dri I led cross pieces be nailed directly to a wal I the required
distance apart. However, with the baseboard the whole Is
readily moveable If a change of position Is wished at some
future time.
The pictures, mostly on heavy mountings, were secured to the
sheets prior to placing the pages In the form and fastened
there with thumb tacks or by use of a stapler but the "page"
material proved rather too hard for the staples. A different
method of attaching the photos might be devised.
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BONES

Jack Dubois

Bones and skul Is probably rank along with pretty rocks as
the things brought back most often from a Jaunt In the woods.
Although people tend to bring In unusual, rather than common
objects to a museum, these souvenirs may eventually be presented to their local establ lshment. They should be kept,
for a variety of reasons. They are easy to prepare as wl I I
be shown below, and do not take up much room. Skul Is make
Interesting displays In themselves, scientific aspects notwithstanding. From the sketeton of an animal can be told
practically everything but behavior - type of food It ate,
whether It I I ved on I and, in the water or f I ew, whether It
ran, hopped or crawled.
Indeed, al I we know of prehistoric
faunas derives from skeletal remains. With modern species,
bones are Important In determining evolutionary relationships
among existing forms as wel I as fossl Is. Skul Is are Important
for determining relationships within the range of a species,
that Is, sub-species. Every skul I or skeleton found and
recorded ls a I lttle time capsule of Information, useful
Indefinitely to future scholars. With national and International inventories of museum col lectlons every specimen
recorded becomes more valuable.
If your museum has accumulated some material you are on your
way, If not, the next most productive method Is to simply
watch as you are driving along the roads.
You would be surprlzed at how often a valuable specimen In a museum col lectlon
was obtained as a fresh road-kl I I. Providing the head has not
been run over, these sku 11 s are tine (often the h I de Is too
but that ls another subject). Common road-kills llke hawks
and owls, which are I I legal for private Individuals to possess,
are often brought In to us. The local nuis a nce grounds (garbage
dump to some) of many towns Is also a likely spot for skeletal
material, especially domestic animals. Some of these specimens
wl I I already be prepared by various agents, some wt I I require
your preparation. Other sources of specimens Include friends
and neighbours that hunt, or the local dog-catcher, R.C.M.P.,
or conservation officer, al I of whom dispose of various unwanted creatures at one time or another.
If there are any
trappers In the area, they are excel lent sources of skeletal
material. The vicinity of old trappers' cabins can be productive
as wel I.
If al I else fai Is one can take up a gun or trap and
procure the animal himself, keeping in mind of course the
various game laws and hunting regulations. For non-game species
special permits may be obtained from the Chief of WI ldl lte
Programs, Box I I, 139 Tuxedo Bou I eva rd, WI nn I peg R3C OV8, by
persons with legitimate Interests (I.e. scientific and educational
purposes). Remember that repti las, amphibians, fur-bearers and
al I migratory and song birds are protected and that permits
should be obtained. Museum personnel can obtain these permits
without any trouble.
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Preparation
We will take the simplest situation first, that Is the dry,
fairly clean skul I. Check the teeth to make sure that they
are al I there. (What I say wll I apply mainly to mammal skul Is
but bird and reptile skul Is may be handled this way as wel I).
Any good ma~mal book or even the Peterson flald guide wll I
give the number and kinds 6f teeth e~ch species has. If
sever a I of the teeth ar:e I oose and separate, put them a I I In
~here you think they belong by flt and ~ppearanee and then
glue them in. Lepaga's "Household" glue Is good for this and
also for mending broken bones. Maka sure you have as many of
the teeth and associated bones as possible. If you pick up
the skull yourself In the field, check around and under It In
the I ltter, as teeth often drop out. The next step is to
clean the skul I and/or bones. Shake off as much sol 1, leaves
and whatnot as you can In the f I• Id. ·Do not scrape too hard
as you may knock off some of the ~ori~ especially on older,
weathered mater I a I. Unt 11 It Is . washed and treated keep any
of this Material wet I away fro~ any skins or mounted -animals
you may already have as lrisect d~mage has probably ruined
more natural history col lectlons thati any other factor. Skul Is
and bones afe most ~asl ly ctean~d wfth in old toothbrush and
a mild solution of warm water and laundry soap.
If they are
sl lghtly ·gr•asy and dtscoloured, soa~ for a day or two In a
IOS solut1on of hydrogen peroxide. This wll I whiten ~s •el I
as remove odours· from the materlal.
For fresh carcasses or bones ~Ith som~ meat left on, the ·
foi lowing methods apply. Record the local lty and date fo~nd
If kno~n, and If possible teke the standard measorements of
total length, tal I length, hind foot 9 and ear ( In mi I I I meters).
If the animal has already been skinned, take total and tail
length and mark "skinned" on the label. (For further detail
see the books referred to at the end of this article). If the
carcass Is ~ulte dried up as one from a trapper usually Is, .
soaking overnight In a mlld scilutlo~ of -household ammonia wl II
make It workable. Ski~ the arilMal and fe•ove the vl~er&, eyes
and as much meat as possible. · Ba carefu1 to reta1n the small
bones as the kneecap, collar bone, etcetera and ~ot to cut
through any bones. With the tip of i a : sharp knife dlsarticular
<cut apart at the Joints> the carcass. The more dlsartlculated
ft Is the better It wlll turn out. The brain Is most easlly
removed by putting a stiff but flex Ible, smal I diameter tube
on a fa~cet and placing this t~b• Into th• brain through the
foremen ~agnum (~he opening at t~e base of the skul ll. Water
pressure wll I then force the brain out wh~n the t~p is turned
on and the tube wiggled around. The spinal chord may be removed
from the vertebral column o1 la~ger anlNais by running a
straightened coat hanger through wfth a· rag on the end. Once
you have cut off as much meat as p6sslble and disarticulated
the skeie.on, soak the whole thing I~ ~old water for an hotir
to re~ove blood. ·The long bones should have smal I hoies drilled
In a couple of places on their shafts to aid fn the removal
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of grease and marrow. The bones can now be put Into the
smallest glass, metal, or plastic (In that order of preference) container they wt I I flt, with an air-tight I Id.
Fl 11 with warm water, to each gal Ion adding:
8 tablespoons Bio-Aid (enzyme detergent)
8 tablespoons powdered laundry
detergent ( I prefer Sun I lght)
(Not necessary but speeds
things up)

J

1/5 teaspoon Papa in (meat tenderizer)

ll/5 teaspoon Ethylene dlamlne-tetracetic
acid
The powdered detergent s I mp I y cuts down on the sme I I. The
solution should be kept around 120°F if possible or at least
room temperature. The closer to 120°F the faster It wi I I go.
This temperature can be maintained by putting three 150W I lght
bulbs In a half-Inch plywood box 20 x 20 x 25 Inches. The bones
should be checked dally. The fresh skull of a mink will be
done In about 24 hours, the rest of the skeleton In three or
four days. The bones themselves will start to digest If left
too long so be sure and check. When the animal looks "done"
take the lid off of the container and put in under a tap.
Run warm water In until the water clears. The temperature Is
Important as sudden changes from hot to cold wi I I crack the
teeth. Pour the whole thing out Into a fine-mesh sieve so as
not to I ose any of the sma 11 bones or teeth, then I et a Ir-dry.
Any remaining sinew or meat can be easl ly scraped off with a
knife or scalpel after the bones have dried. Skul Is too large
to be enclosed, such as elk, bison and moose must be bolled
gently and the meat cut and scraped off . Either way, once
you have the clean dried skul I and/or bones, If they are stl 11
greasy put them Into a 30% solution ot ammonium hydroxide for a
day or two. This chemical must be handled under a fume hood
or out-of-doors. Do not breathe the fumes or get any on your
skin! Since you have now removed the natural "glue" the bones
should be Impregnated with a substitute, either a di lute solution of Glyptol (a colourless varnish from G.E.) and acetone
or Alvar (polyvinyl acetal solution). Lower Jaws can be glued
or wired to the rest of the skul I.
Once treated, skul Is or complete skeletons are quite durable
and can be mounted on stands, suspended on wires or displayed
In many other ways. This Is the way al I osteological mater I al
Is treated In our museum before entering the collections In
disarticulated form. One Interesting display, easl ly set up 1
could consist of a few skul Is opposite pictures of the complete
animals, asking the viewer to try and match up correct pairs.
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Answers could be given fn smal I print In a corner of the case.
I am sure there are dozens of other Intriguing ways of using
this mater la I. Myself and my col leagues In the Natural History
Division would be pleased to answer any inquiries concerning
any area of the natural history of Manitoba.

For further reading:

Anderson, R.M. 1965 (4th ed.). Methods of Collecting and
Preserving Vertebrate Animals. National Museum of
Canada, Bui I. #69, Biol. Serles 118. Cava I I able from
Queen's Printer).
Wagstaffe, R. and Fidler, J.H. 1968. The Preservation of
Natural History Specimens.
Vols. I and 11.
H.F. and G. Wltherby Ltd., 61/62 Watling Street,
London, E.C.4, England.
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JOURNEY INTO OUR HERITAGE - FIRST EXHIBIT OF THE JEWISH
MUSEUM OF WESTERN CANADA - OCTOBER 9TH, 1972 TO MARCH 31ST, 1973
Harry Gutkin
Abe Arnold
Journey Into Our Heritage, the first exhibit of the Jewish
Museum of Western Canada, proved to be the most gratifying
and successful project undertaken by the Jewish Hlstorlcal
Society of Western Canada since Its inception. The museum
project was funded primarily by a multicultural grant from
the Department of the Secretary of State of the federal
government I n the am o u nt of $ ,16 , I OO. 0 0 . The pro j e ct I nv o I v e d
a great deal of careful planning and hundreds of hours of work
by many volunteers In addition to paid help. Thousands of
documents, photographs, memorabl I la and artifacts were
gathered from lndlvlduals, organizations and other museums.
This combination of voluntary, profess Iona I, and material
support made possible the presentation of a most vital exhibition. Journey Into Our Heritage recounted the history
of the Jews from the ghettos of Eastern Europe to settlement
and development In Western Canada from Thunder Bay to
Vancouver Island.
The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature co-sponsored Journey
Into Our Heritage with the Jewish Historical Society and
made an Important contribution through the assistance of
their staff, the provision of facl I !ties for the housing of
the exhibit In Alloway Hal I and the co-operation of their
board members.
In addition, Journey Into Our Herit a ge benefited from winter
works (PEP) and cultural affairs grants awarded by the Manitoba
government to the Jewish Historical Society for Its ongoing
program of archives acquisition, cataloguing and oral history.
The special assistance of the Manitoba Provincial Archives
Is also gratefully acknowledged.
A total of 29,884 signed the guest book at "Journey Into Our
Heritage".
It may be estimated that at least another 30
per cent did not sign the guest book. The full attendance
may therefore be estimated at approximately 40,000 for the
six-month period.
Visitors to the museum Included 7,984 students from 279 classes
of 177 schools; 25 per cent of the students came from out of
town, Including Manitoba ru.ral schools and North Dakota. The
total student attendance Included an estimated 100 social studies
classes participating In the special program of the Manitoba
Museum's educational department. A questionnaire was sent
to all the classes In this category and responses were received
from 25 of them.
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A group of retired teachers was organized to act as guides
and discussion leaders for social studies classes visiting
the exhibit. There were numerous other volunteers who shared
the experience as hosts and tour guides and learned at first
hand of the strong impact of the museum exhibit.
Attendance included delegates from two national conventions
of Jewish women's organizations, Pioneer Women, and Canadian
Women's Ort. On the final weekend the national executive
of the Canadian Jewish Congress, with representatives from
al I parts of the country, met In Winnipeg so that they might
see the exhibit before It closed.
Sol Kanee, the National President of Canadian Jewish Congress
stated that the Congress "takes great satisfaction In the
a ch I eve men t of the J e wI sh Mu s e um of Western Can ad a '' . He
added, "It can surely become a permanent contribution to our
cultural I ife and should serve as a worthy example for the
Jewish community throughout the country".
In explaining
how the Jewish Museum of Western Canada was made possible,
the concluding statement In the I I lustrated catalogue pointed
out, that In addition to the support from various levels of
government the Jewish Historical Society of Western Canada has
the ongoing support of the Canadian Jewish Congress, Western
Region. Moreover, the Western Museum and archives programs
Initiated by the Jewish Historical Society are "considered
part of the national archives and museum program being developed
by Canadian Jewish Congress In behalf of the entire Jewish
population of Canada".
"Journey Into Our Heritage" helped the Jewish community to
develop a greater awareness of its own history and the Importance
of preserving and expanding Jewish archival records. The exhibit
brought about a greater awareness of Jewish participation In
Canadian history and the story of the Jewish people In general.
Approximately 75 per cent of the viewing publ le at the museum
were non-Jewish, and the reaction Judging from guest book
comments was virtually universal enthusiasm and acclaim.
In
recognition of the publ le relations value of the museum exhibit,
the Jewish Historical Society received an honorable mention
citation In the 1973 Awards of Excel lance competition of the
Canadian Publ le Relations Society.
The co-sponsorship of the "Journey Into Our Heritage" exhibit
with the Manitoba Museum has also proven beneficial to the
latter institution whose Managing Director has stated: "The
Management and staff of the Museum of Man and Nature have
gained much through their interaction with representatives
of the Jewish Historical Society. We have enhanced our knowledge of the preparation of temporary exhibits and of the
community resources available through voluntary effort. Most
of al I, we have gained a feel Ing for Jewish culture and history,
and a profound sense of what It means to be Jewish."
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The Jewish Historical Society has also contributed material
to the permanent exhibit of the Manitoba Museum. Visitors
to the Jewish Museum exhibit Included representatives of the
Department of the Secretary of State and of the National
M~seum, al I of whom were greatly Impressed by what they saw.
In addition to the exhibition In Alloway Hal I, the CBC Winnipeg
division co-operated with the Jewish Historical Society in
producing two fl lms to be shown In conjunction with the Jewish
Museum exhibit. One was "An Hour of Lifetimes", featuring
Interviews with a cross section of Jewish personal ltles In
various walks of life In Western Canada. The other was "It
Must Be Told" deal Ing with the experiences of three holocaust
survivors, who started new I Ives In Winnipeg. This had a
particularly strong and positive Impact on al I who saw It.
Organized tours of the exhibit and screenings of the films
for Jewish and non-Jewish groups were conducted during the
six month period of the project.
A total of 65 adult groups toured the exhibit in Alloway Hal I;
40 groups saw the film "An Hour of Lifetimes", and 49 groups
including 14 school groups saw the fllm "It Must Be Told".
Most of these groups were given special guiding and were
fol lowed by discussion sessions after the tour or screening.
The outstanding organized group effort relating to the Jewish
museum exhibit was that of the Tuxedo Shaftsbury High School.
In 1971 one of the teachers had encouraged two of her Jewish
students to do a family history project and they came to the
Jewish Historical Society for assistance.
In 1972 the same
teacher brought her entire history class to see the exhibit.
This was fol lowed up by a class project In which students of
various ethnic backgrounds undertook family history projects.
These projects of the Tuxedo Shaftsbury High School have been
awarded the Margaret McW i I Ii ams med a I of the Man I toba HI stor i ca I
Society (High School Category) for 1971 and 1972. Another
class from the John Gunn School submitted to us the essays
which they wrote after visiting the Jewish museum.
Another special feature of the exhibit which drew popular
Interest was the "Voices of the Pioneers", a st Ide-sound presentation developed from the oral history interviews conducted
by the Jewish Historical Society and supplemented with sl Ides
made from photographs contributed by Jewish pioneers of Western
Canada.
During the latter months of the exhibit, a series of I Ive events
was organized In observance of Jewish Music Month, and some of
the Jewish Festivals (Purim and Passover) which took place during
that period. These events took place each Sunday for six weeks,
and featured various Jewish choirs and performing groups from
the synagogues, schools and other local Jewish institutions.
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During the last month of the exhibit, a special display
of gowns worn by Jewish women at weddings and other festive
occasions at the turn of the century was featured In the
lobby of the Manitoba Museum.
The Jewish Historical Society of Western Canada has participated annually In the Jewish pavi I Ion of Winnipeg's Fol klorama.
Last year, the pavi I Ion featured a Jewish Museum sl Ide prev-lew, and this year's pavilion will Include a Jewish synagogue
and wedddlng ceremonial display, using materials acquired by
the Jewish Historical Society for Its museum col lectlon.
The results of the "Journey Into Our Heritage" exhibit which
drew some 40,000 people may be compared with the first exhibit
mounted In 1967 by the Archives and Research Committee of
Canadian Jewish Congress (the founding body of the Jewish
Historical Society) which drew 2,000 people over a three week
period. The six month museum exhibit also helped to stimulate
membership In the Jewish Historical Society which grew from
175 to over 300 during that period. Attendance at the general
program meetings of the Jewish Historical Society, which had
been held In the auditorium of the Museum for the past number
of years, has greatly Increased to near or ful I capacity (236).
"Journey Into Our Heritage" drew wide publicity on radio and
television and In the press, as wel I as In pub I lcatlons In
other parts of the world. The CBC program ''Identities" did a
special feature on the Museum exhibit. The success of "Journey
Into Our Heritage" brought renewed support from the Manitoba
Provinclal Government and the Winnipeg Foundation, who are now
Jointly funding the production of a documentary film based on
the exhibit.
Plans are now actively under discussion with the Consultative
Committee on National Museum Pol Icy, Ottaw a , for the development of a mobile museum project, since numerous requests for
assistance Is coming from university students on a variety of
subjects such as Immigration, the history of Jewish welfare
services In Manitoba and conditions during the depression.
In summary, the development of the Jewish Museum of Western
Canada has greatly Improved the possibll ltles for the continued
work of the Jewish Historical Society In al I areas of activity,
Including the acquisition of archival and artifact material,
research and oral history, and the expansion of support and
Interest from al I sections of the community.
We would I Ike to express our special appreciation and thanks
to everyone who helped to make the Jewish Museum of Western
Canada a real lty: to the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature
who worked so closely with us In initiating and carrying out
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the project; to the Federal Department of the Secretary of
State for Its direct financial assistance to the exhibit;
to the Manitoba Department of Cultural Affairs and the
Provincial Archives for their basic assistance and support
to the Jewish Historical Society; to the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation for their outstanding work on the special fl Im
productions; to the Jewish Historical Society of British
Columbia, to our parent body the Canadian Jewish Congress,
and to the many other Institutions, organizations and lndlvid~als who contributed to the success of our efforts In so
many ways.
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GRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR EXHIBITS

Warren Clearwater

Being one of the three museum technician trainees employed
under a grant of the Federal government, I had the unique
opportunity of being al lowed to attend a one-week museum
workshop being held at the Smithsonian Institute, Washington,
D,C. Having a special interest In photography, I enrol led
in.the Graphic Techniques for Exhibits workshop being held
from the 12-16 of March.
Arrangements for plane reservations and accommodations In the
Executive House Hotel in Washington were arranged and I
departed Winnipeg and its +25° temperatures Sunday morning,
the I Ith of March. An enjoyable five hour f I lght brought
the Boeing 727 safely into Washington National Airport and a
most welcome temperature in the low 70 1 s. After checking into
my hotel and a good dinner, I was readily awaiting the commencement of my course the fol lowing morning.
Upon my arrival at the National Museum of Natural History
Monday morning, I was Issued a special building pass to be
carried at al I times - this would al low entry to the different
bul I dings prior to regular hours and to the workshops. The
class consisted of eleven people counting myself, from a varied
background of age, education, type of museum and interests.
We Introduced ourselves and each gave a brief resume of his
or her Job In their museum, its size, type, etc.
Our main Instructor throughout the entire week was Mr. Charles
Micken, a former chief of the Graphics Division and now an
Instructor In the principles of graphic techniques and their
functions in exhibits. The remainder of Monday was spent with
Mr. Mickens conducting us on a guided tour of the Natural History
Museum and the relatively new Museum of History and Technology.
During the tour we had a chance to meet and talk briefly with
several of the design department personnel, view some of the
varied equipment used and Inspect a partially completed gallery
stll I under construction In the Museum of History and Technology.
A behind-the-scene view so to speak of the processes such as
molding and casting, conservation, printing, photography, blueprint drawing, freeze-drying processes for biological specimens
and audio-visual units in the museum held a keen interest for
us but lack of time In the day I imlted our questions.
Tuesday morning we were Introduced to Mr. S. Jones, the
Assistant Layout Chief of Photography. Mr. Jones proceeded to
give us a very Informative class on the use of photography In
the construction of exhibits. This instruc t ion Included the
use of Kodal Ith Reproduction FIim for copying various types of
print for labels and the use of half-tone screens with this
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fl Im
gave
some
w I th

for the reproduction of photographs on posters. He also
a brief explanation, demonstration and al lowed the class
practical experience In the use of a large format camera
po I a ro i d f i Im.

Wednesday consisted of working on the assignment of thinking
of a theme or design, placing this design on paper In a rough
form and then by employing the various techniques learned or
tal~ed of In the previous days - prepare a poster to be sl lk
screened. During the day, additional Instruction was given
by Mr. Mickens in the use of Bourges paper and tapes, the
Nu-arc Printer and with Ulano fl Im, the type of fl Im used
for producing positives to be used In silk screening.
On Thursday our rough designs were made Into positives, placed
on the sl lk screens and the ink appl led to the screens, giving
us our completed posters. Further explanation and some
practical experience was given In the use of the Varltype Print
machine and with the "Lazy Lucy" copy machine used In enlarging
and tracing of designs.
On Friday morning, the final day of Instruction In our course,
we were lectured In copycastlng and Its Importance In exhibits.
The copy provides the Information necessary to get the point
across and comp I iments the objects or graphic designs In an
exhibit. Explanation In selecting the proper size of type, copy
fitting (determining the number of characters of a certain type
to be fitted Into a certain area, etc.) and color combinations
not to be used with certain types or colors of print. The
remainder of Friday was spent on discussing aspects of how to
Improve future workshops held at the Smithsonian and present
problems In our own museums. As a final gesture, each member
of the class received a diploma stating that we had completed
the course, said good-bye to our tel low classmates and departed
for our various destinations across the United States and Canada.
I felt the course was very Informative even though It was the
first one of Its kind given at the Smithsonian and certain areas
of Instruction stll I may have to have a few problems Ironed out
before the next workshops. The opportunity of viewing Washington
and one of the finest museums In North America was an experience
I am very grateful for and wll I remember for many years.
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INNOVATION IN IN-SERVICE - A REPORT PREPARED FOR THE ATHLONE
HOME AND SCHOOL ASSOCIATION AND THE MANITOBA MUSEUM OF MAN
AND NATURE - Apr I I 20th, 1973

M.P. Yaklmishyn
Introduction
The Athlone Home and School Association and the Manitoba
Museum of Man and Nature recently conducted a unique experiment In teacher lnservlce for the teachers of the Athlone
Elementary School in St. James-Assinlboia School Division.
Essentially the experiment was designed to provide a "community
resource awareness" experience for the participants.
The participants, 27 teachers from Athlone Elementary School
and eight parents representing the Athlone Home and School,
spent a full day (from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.) at the museum
learning how to make the best possible use of the museum's
resources.
This project was unique for a variety of reasons. Firstly,
this is probably the first time that a local Manitoba home and
school group has initiated and sponsored such a program for
school teachers.
In addition, It represents the museum's
first attempt to introduce the classroom teacher to the staff
and faclllties of the museum.
Purpose
The Athlone Home and School Association initiated the day-long
symposium for several reasons, but the paramount reason was to
provide the Athlone teachers with an opportunity to fami I iarlze
themselves with community resources such as the museum.
It was intended that through this experiment teachers would
become fami I iar with the means by which to gain access to the
museum's resources, the facl I I ties, the staff and the avai I able
services.
In this way teachers would gain a greater knowledge
of what Is ava 11 ab I e at the museum and what can be accomp I I shed
In the classroom, such as bul I ding exhibits to motivate student
interest and generate cognitive and affective learning about
man and his environment. Through this approach it was felt
teachers would be able to make a more vital, real and I Iv Ing
thing out of the lessons by using the museum's resources and
artifacts.
In addition the Association wanted to promote the connection
between teachers and the museum. Parents are anxious to see
schools make Intensive use of the learning resources that surround the school.
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Finally the Association was concerned with the Americanization
of Canadian minds. Teachers are being continually exposed at
inservice sessions to American consultants with American ideas.
The Association Is of the view that Americans do not have a
monopoly on all the good Ideas In the western hemisphere. There
is no need to have outsiders tel I us how we should educate our
children. There are many experts right here In Manitoba, In
Winnipeg, in fact, who know more about lnservlce education and
the Canadian value system than outside consultants can possibly
envisage?
Process
Initially the Athlone Home and School Association approached
the museum with the Idea of sponsoring a symposium on the use
of community resources. The Museum's Director, Dr. H.D. Hemphl I I,
welcomed the Idea and it was agreed that the museum would
arrange a symposium on the theme "community resource awareness"
in consultation with the Association's executive. After several
planning meetings involving museum staff and Association executive,
a program was defined. Subsequent organization took place and
on Apr! I 6th, 1973 the lnservlce happening became a reality.
The program, conducted by six professional staff members of the
museum, consisted of
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g}

an overview and orientation session
description of the museumoblle, museum on rai Is and
museum curriculum package service
a tour of the museum's publ le and behind-the-scenes facl I itles
research I ibrary and services
display techniques
staff contact personnel and
artifacts store rooms

In general, the morning was spent with three teacher groups
being taken on guided tours and a demonstration of what can be
done In the Planetarium.
In the afternoon the three teacher
groups participated In "hands-on" experience of setting up a
display. This Included organizing the participants, developing
a display theme and plan, conducting the background research,
collecting, label I ing and arranging the artifacts for the display.
The groups built three actual displays, using artifacts, specimens, equipment, the I lbrary and staff of the museum. Each of
the displays dealt wi~h a different theme - one display presented
toss I I lzatlon, another dealt with survival by Canadian Natives
and the third display represented the many faces of war.
The evening session consisted of a bear-pit discussion on the
day's activities and an evaluation of the innovation In lnservlce.
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In addition the Athlone Home and School Association sponsored
a noon luncheon, evening banquet and an evening wine and
cheese party for the teachers in the facilities of "Downstairs
at the Concert Ha I I".
Product
To- evaluate this Innovation In professional development experience
the organizers of the symposium posed four questions and sol felted
responses to these from the teachers. The four questions consisted of the fol lowing:
I.

What are your general
had today?

Impressions of the experiences you

2.

In what ways ao you think you wi 11 be able to apply what
you have learned today?

3.

If you were organizing a seminar of this type for another
school, what changes would you make?

4.

In what ways do you feel this lnservlce activity Is different
from others you have experienced, and In what ways has it
been better or worse.

A summary of the responses Is presented In subsequent sections
under four headings: general Impressions, appl icatlon, suggestions,
and difference.
General _ Impressions
Most of the Athlone School staff Cover 80%) generally described
this "Community Resource Awareness" experience as FANTASTIC.
Exciting, worthwhile, Informative, beneficial, simply fantastic,
are adjectives the teachers used to express their general impressions
of the museum experience.
The impact of this professional development seminar can best be
expressed by the teachers' own comments.
It was an experience
which made me "much more aware of what a museum Is and does and
what it has to offer to me as a teacher and a person". Prior
to this I had "never real I zed the resources aval I able" to me
and my students. "I fee I th Is was one of the most worthwh i I e
visits I have had to any educational faci I tty".
An interesting sldel ight of the seminar is revealed by the
teachers' comments regarding their group projects.
It was "A
good experience meeting on a common basis with staff in an open
informal basis rather than the usual highly structured phoney
approach". "The group act Iv it I es prov I ded an Interest Ing s i tua-
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tlon, placing us In a position very siml lar to that of our
students who are required to do a group project In class".
The experience of "preparing a display, Including research,
label I Ing and presentation was fantastic" not only because
the teachers learned something about the museum resources but
also because It gave us an opportunity to "experience working
as a group" and experiencing the satisfactions and frustrations
Involved in human Interaction. As one teacher put It "watching
various persons become leaders or key figures In our group
without having decided this before starting was most Interesting".
In summary the teachers described the experience as "fantastic"
and concluded that "learning can be fun".
Appl teat Ion
A majority of the teachers Indicated that they wll I be able to

ut i I I ze the Ideas, techn I ques and resources of the museum to
develop exciting educational learning experiences for their
students.
The Athlone teachers Indicated that this "community resource
awareness" experience provided them with a "broader perspective
of the museum as a resource". They now have "a much better
Idea of a I I the resources ava i I ab I 0 11 • Some of the resources
which teachers mentioned they Intend to apply to appropriate
student learning situations lnclude:a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

use of the museum reference I lbrary
use of museum professional staff as resource and informational
contacts
display techniques
improved organization and planning of student visitation
to the museum
use of museum as resource centre from which to draw
ma t e r ia l s f o r c l ass r oom exh i bi t s

Individual teachers comments revealed that they became aware
of a variety of ways In which they wt I I be able to apply what
they learned at the seminar. These appl lcatlons are apparent
In the fol lowing comments:"better appreciation of our Manitoba heritage and will
use my new understandings as part of the context of future
lessons".
"wl 11 be better prepared to provide my students with background on visits to this complex".
"I w I I I use the I nformat I on that
our exhibit in my classroom".

found on the Indian for

"I now have a resource centre from which to draw Ideas tor
curr I cu I um un I ts that are be Ing taught at schoo I''.
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"
"now, that I know more of what Is here and possible to use,
I can Incorporate this Into my programs".

"personally I shal I take greater advantage than I have In
the past of the facl I ltles aval I able".
"I have learned how to make more effective use of the museum
and the resource persons available".
"I have learned more about grouping for projects".
"If I need background Information I know who to contact
at the museum".
The comment which appears to under I lne the consensus of the
Athlone teachers In regard to appl icatlon of this experience
of their individual teaching situations is perhaps conveyed
most succinctly by "I hope some of the excitement wll I carry
over to my class. This wl I I certainly provide a fantastic
new world tor our students.
I had no Idea that there was so
much more open to the publ le than that on actual display.
The I lbrary wl 11 be of great value".
Suggestions
In spite of the positive reactions to this "community resource
awareness" seminar, a number of suggestions were submitted for
Improving subsequent ventures of this nature.
One of the major suggestions In this regard dealt with the time
a I I otted for tour Ing the museum "beh Ind-the-scenes".
Teachers
expressed great Interest In having the tour of the museum's
fourth, fifth and sixth floors extended to several hours.
It
was pointed out that teachers were not aware of the cultural
heritage stored In the so-cal led "back rooms" of the museum.
The Athlone teachers also felt that some time should be devoted
to exploring the resources on the upper museum floors in
greater depth or perhaps studying those Items of interest
which relate to the curriculum units taught in the school.
Another suggestion pertained to grouping of the participants.
A majority of the teachers were of the opinion that three
groups, each with twelve members constituted groups which were
sl lghtly too large for this type of activity.
It was suggested
that smaller groups Involving six to eight teachers would be
preferable. Furthermore, It would be advantageous to group
teachers who teach students of the same age category together
for the seminar activities.
In addition to the major suggestions concerning tour time
allotment and grouping, it was also suggested that a) the
groups be permitted to select their own Interest topics for
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the display activity and b)
Information brochures on the
museum personnel and the facl I !ties be provided to the
teacher participants.
Differences
The final aspect of the evaluation dealt with the question In what ways do you feel this In-service activity has been
different from others you have experienced, and In what ways
has It been better or worse?
Summarizing the teacher comments In regard to this questions
would be a great Injustice to the teachers who participated
In this symposium. Forthls reason the teacher comments are
recorded below without editing or summarizing. The comments
convey the message:"much better than any division-wide in-service I have ever
attended".
"It is one of the few In-services where almost IOOj of us
were motivated to become Involved (not coerced), and
learning from It was a natural outgrowth of the activity".
"It provided a vehicle for solidifying the staff as a team".
"better than any lnservlce In terms of leadership, organization and qua I lty of resource people".
"It had a practical approach but what made It unique was
the absense of "recipe" solutions to problems".
"for a ch an ge we practised interpersonal activities rather
than being preached about them".
"I was personally Involved. This makes a big dlfference
In regard to Interest, motivation and fun".
"this was really better than other inservlces, better also
because we didn't have to I tsten to lectures".
"more persona I and I nforma I atmosphere, Sma I I groups are
a great benefit. Working with your own staff and people
you know he I ps. Def in I te I y better".
"I was made aware of the possibll ltles of personally contacting museum staff to set up meaningful tours and activities
tor our students rather than Just visits to the planetarium
and museum".
"better,more Interesting, more specific, - we were able to
actually do something, to use museum resources, etc,",
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"far better than most inservlces because we really learned
something and because It was very enjoyable to be in a
sma I I group".
"this lnservlce was active!".
"a staff working together is more Integrating - nice to be
with Home and School representatives".
"much better than most!".
"It gives you something concrete from which to draw Ideas
and materials".
"it involves you directly in the In-service".
"It has been better than most inservlces In terms of
a) useful concrete ideas, b)
Information, c)
ideas
where to get resource materials and, d)
Involvement of
teachers".
"I like the idea of staff In-services rather than general
K-6 or K-12 sessions".
"I must say that this in-service has been far better than
any I have ever attended.
I have usually come away from
lnservlces with very I ittle, but what I've seen and learned
today will greatly Influence my research and planning.
Very practical".

In conclusion, the comment representative of the Athlone staff
Is "Thanks - It was really great".
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STEAM VESSELS ON THE RAINY LAKE AND THE LAKE OF THE WOODS
Joyce Kennedy
Steam vessels on the Rainy Lake and the Lake of the Woods
seem to have been built In the year 1871 or 1872, for
George M. Grant In his narrative of Fleming's Overland
Expedition makes mention of two steam boats being bullt
at Fort Frances. These boats were subsequently towed down
the Rainy by a smal I steam launch bul It by the Canadian
Government. The first stop was made at a Hudson Bay Post
known as Hungry Hal I, near the mouth of the Rainy River.
They then crossed part of the Lake of the Woods to the
Northwest Angle. The names of these two boats have not
been preserved, but mention Is made of the drafts being
three and one half feet.
The Lake of the Woods Museum began research on steamers
of the lake and area In 1961 and up to now 130 boats have
been researched (although not complete). We have combed
the records of the Winnipeg Registry and Customs Office
In Kenora and the Department of Lands and Forests. We
have also Interviewed oldtlmers, fishermen and famll les
of the men who manned these boats. We are now obtaining
aval I able photographs of these boats. We hope eventually
to have a complete story of the vital role played by the
lake traffic.
Our research began with the S.S. Lady of the Lake, built
In 1873 for the Dominion Government; she was I 15 feet with
a draft of five f eet and tonnage of 150. This side wheeler
ran between Rainy Lake and Fort Frances and the Northwest
Angle on the Dawson Route. After the change In gov~rnment,
the C.P.R. began and the Dawson Route and the ''Lady" were
both abandoned. She then ran between Fort Frances, the
Angle and Rat Portage and was eventually broken up between
Keewatin and Kenora. The machinery was salvaged and used
In the construction of the LI ly McAuley (Mary Hatch) In
1881. Some of the earl lest boats In the area were:
1872
1873
1876
1879
1880
1882
1883
1886
1887
1888
1889

first steam tug, unknown
The Lady of the Lake
Speedwel I
' LIiy of the West and N. Mosher
Mabel Von
D.L. Mather, also the Annie Mac
Conchlclng, Fleeting, Algoma, Empress,
and Queen
Kenlna (ferry)
Highland Maid
Keewatin
Shamrock, Daisy Moore, both passenger boats
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1893
1895
1896
1897

Minnltonka and Monarch
Swallow
Van Horne and Maple Leaf
Keenora

Many stories have come to I lght regarding the naming of
numerous islands in Lake of the Woods by steam boat
captains from Mr. F.E. Higgins, son of Captain W.C. Higgins
who came to Rat Portage in 1876:
My mother had an lndlan girl cal 'led Yellow
Girl as summer help - so cal led because of
her unusual yellow hair. One day In early
spring, Yellow Girl tel I off the dock and
was drowned. Her body was recovered and
father burled her a few hundred yards from
the shore, and then after he cal led the
place Yellow Girl, In her honour.
White Dog: This camp I am told was one of
the very early Wood Camps, supplylng wood
for the boats on the Rive~. This Camp was
named after a I lght colored lead dog,
named "White Dog", which always found his
way home. My father had great faith In
this dog to bring him home when caught out
in a storm or after dark.
At the turn of the century the number of boats on the
lake rapidly Increased.
Lumber companies used boats for
towing logs; mining companies transported people and
suppl les by steamer to the location of their mines; boats
were engaged In the fishing Industry. Since the only
means of travel between Keewatin and Rat Portage was by
water, ferries between these points suppl led passenger
service. Freight boats did a thriving business between
Rainy River and Rat Portage during this era.
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THE VILLAGE SMITHY

Diane Newsham

The Oral History Project conducted during the summer of 1973
provided an opportunity for four people from the Manitoba
Museum of Man and Nature to meet and get to know some very
colourful and interesting Manitobans. The object of the project was to interview and photograph people involved in
vanishing trades in rural and urban Manitoba.
There are a lot of people in the province who have spent the
better part of their I ives learning and perfecting their trades
only to be left behind by modern technology. Some are bitter;
no one seems to care that these trades are dying, and there
is I ittle that the tradesmen themselves can do about it. They
are al I wi I I ing to teach their craft if they could find pupi Is
who are genuinely interested. Most however are not making
enough money to be able to pay an apprentice to work. The
majority of tradesmen that were interviewed this summer are
of European origin and they learned their trade before they
came to Canada. There was, however, one who was born and
trained in Manitoba. He was also the first person interviewed
on the project.
Four very nervous people, with tape recorders, miles of extension cord, cameras and fi Im pi led into a station wagon that
was barely road-worthy on May 15th. The destination was
Altona, the person was Mr. Edwin Abel,~ blacksmith.
Altona, the Sunflower Capital of the world, is a predominantly
Mennonite community about sixty miles south of Winnipeg.
There is a big sunflower on the front of Mr. Abel's shop next
to the sign which reads "Blacksmith, Arc & Acetylene Welding,
F. Abel & Son".

Front of the Blacksmith Shop
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Mr. Abel comes from a faml ly of blacksmiths. His father and
a great uncle were blacksmiths in the Ukraine before
Mr. Abel, Sr. came to Canada in 1936. He set up shop in
Altona in 1937 or 1938 and remained there until he retired
in 1968.
Edwin did not I ike school and did not want to work in an
office so at sixteen he started learning his father's trade.
His father taught him everything except welding, which he
learned at technical school in Winnipeg. Edwin has run the
shop himself since his father's retirement.
One part of blacksmithing that Edwin never I iked was shoeing
horses. His father did any shoeing that had to be done.
Edwin tried shoeing a Shetland pony once, when he was a boy.
He did not make out too wel I so decided never to try It again.
He never did either. He said that It must be 15 or 20 years
since a horse was shod in his shop. There are marks on the
wal I, though, where the horses used to chew the wood, and
there are rings where they were tethered. Mr. Abel, Sr. sold
al I his shoeing equipment to a group of Mennonites who emigrated to Paraguay in 1950 or 1951.

Ring for tethering horses - "trade mark" left by horses

The blacksmith was a .very Important part of the community,
especially the farm community. The farmer depended on the
blacksmith to keep the horses shod, the plowshares sharp and
the equipment In good repair. Wagons and buggy wheels were
repaired by the blacksmith as were other Implements found on
farms. The manufacturers of farm equipment did not have service
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depots as they do now so when something broke, the blacksmith
was cal led upon to do the repairs.
There Is little traditional smithing left.
In the spring and
fal I there are sti I I plowshares, cultivator shovels and harrow
teeth to sharpen, but most of the blacksmith's work Is now
arc and acetylene welding. Mr. Abel makes Iron ral I lngs,
car hitches and anything else that requires a welder.
The interior of his blacksmith shop is probably what one
would expect.
It is quite dark and dusty. There are Iron
shavings and pieces of scrap metal on the floor, and there
are things waiting to be mended. At the back there is the forge,
in front ot it is the anvil. There are other tools - a trip
hammer, iron bender, hammers, tongs, some old, some new, some
electric, and some hand-powered.
The forge was bui It about 30 years ago by Mr. Abel, Sr. and
was originally designed to accommodate large wagon wheels,
so had a wide mouth. The opening has since been made smaller.
It has had to be repaired on several occasions as the constant
heat eventually weakens the iron. Directly below the forge
Is an electric blower, which fans the fire through an opening
In the bottom of the forge. This is a big Improvement over
the hand-cranked blower which was there when he was a boy. A
special forge coal is burned in the forge ; It Is harder and
burns longer than ordinary coal.
It Is stored In a wet bin
just below the forge.
It Is kept wet because wet coal burns
slower and makes a hotter fire.

Forge and Anvil
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Trip Hammer

Anvi I and Hammer
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...

Hanging beside the forge are several pairs of tongs, of
different shapes and sizes. They are for holding objects
in the forge.
Like most tradesmen, however, Mr. Abel has
his favourite tools which he keeps handy at the mouth of
the forge.

Tongs Beside Forge

Mr. Abel had several rows of plowshares on his floor that day,
waiting to be sharpened. He showed us how it was done. The
blower was turned on, and what had been glowing coals in the
forge suddenly · became a roaring fire. A plowshare was placed
in the centre of the fire and I eft there unt 11 it was red hot.
Then, with the tongs he picked it up and placed It on the anvl I.
Next he "drew it out", hammered the edge unt 11 he had the
desired shape and sharpness on the point. After the drawing
out, the share is dipped In water to cool it quickly.
If the
desired result had not been achieved after the first firing
the process would have been repeated. Usually when he Is
sharpen i ng a number of shapes he uses the trip hammer as it
Is much faster.
Plowshares can be sharpened several times
before the point Is worn out. New points can be welded on
to the old with a torch.
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Plowshare s to
be sharpened

Hea t ·ng
1
share
in- forge

.
.
"Drawing it out"

Finished Plowshare

Plowshare with
new point
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Last year Mr. Abel sharpened nearly a thousand plowshares.
The same process Is used tor sharpening cultivator shovels
and harrow -s.teeth. He can sharpen about 250 harrow teeth In
three hours.

Harrow teeth and cultivator shovels to be sharpened

Plowshares can be hard-surfaced now so they don't need to be
sharpened. Because of the treatment on the metal they don't
become dul I after continued use.
It Is cheaper for a farmer
to buy these than It ls to keep getting shares sharpened so
l n a few years that part of Mr . Abe I I s bus I ness may d I sap pear.
When Mr. Abel had the forge going, the temperature In the
shop rose rapidly. He said that he could only work at the forge
for three or tour hours before he had to stop. On one occasion
the temperature reached 120 degrees and blew the top off the
thermometer.
In the summer he wll I go to work at 4 or 5 o'clock
In the morning and stop around noon before It gets too hot.
There can also be a lot of noise In the shop. The trip hammer
and the anvl I are very noisy. Mr. Abel came to work with~
hangover Just once, never again, It was too much for his head.
The cost of blacksmithing, I Ike everything else, has Increased
considerably In the last few years. The cost of coal, tools
and Iron especially effect Mr. Abel's work. His father used
to charge 25¢ for sharpening a plowshare, he charges $2.50.
An old price I 1st hangs on the wal I.
It Is probably 20 or
25 years old. The charge for shoeing a horse was $2.00 with
the added note, "Vicious Horses Extra on Time Basis".
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Mr. Abel I lkes being a blacksmith though he knows that In a
few years some of his services may not be needed. As the
smithing part of his business decl Ines he wt 11 spend more
time making articles for his customers so he wi I I always be
busy.
He knows al I the farmers around Altona as wel I as those who
bring him work from neighbouring communities and North Dakota.
He Is the last blacksmith In the area so everyone goes to him.
People I Ike Mr. Abel, who are not Impressed by big business
and big money, who take time to talk with their customers and
get to know them are very refreshing today when everyone seems
to be in such a hurry. One thing about al I the. tradesmen
Interviewed this summer that stood out was their patience.
They are happy In their work, and don't want to change. Their
I Ives are uncluttered and they seem to have a freedom that
has been lost by today's fast moving society.
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MUSEUM ADVISOR'S COLUMN

David Ross

Explorations - A New Canada Counci I Program
The Explo~ation4
developing forms
diffusion of the
program replaces
program.

program offers grants to encourage new and
of creativity, research, participation and
arts, humanities and social sciences. This
and extends the scope of the Canadian Ho~izon4

Uni ike other 1 Canada Counci I programs, Explo~ation4 is not directed
exclusively towards specialists and professional artists.
Grants
may be made to any applicant whose proposed project is judged
to be deserving of assistance.
Eligible Projects
Projects must concern Canadian situations or subjects, or have
imp Ii cations for Canada. Out Ii ned be I ow, by way of i I I ustrat ion
only, are some types of projects which would be considered eligible:
-explorations of new forms of expression, participation, communication and diffusion
-sociocultural projects or activities directed by competent persons
-multidisciplinary research and experimentation related to both
the arts and sciences
-work in the field of popular culture

-work in any medium on Canada's historical or cultural heritage
(the history of a region, community or institution, personal
memoirs, facets of contemporary Canadian I ife).
Undertakings of an essentially commercial nature are ineligible
for assistance.
Nor may grants be obtained from the Explo~ation4
program for new projects of the types i I lustrated, innovative or
not, if they are eligible tor assistance under another Canada
Council program (tor example, aid to writing, aid to the publication or translation of books, awards to artists and university
students, aid to university research, operating grants to establish
arts organizations, etc.).
Eligible Applicants
Applications tor grants may be submitted by:
-Canadian citizens
- I anded immigrants who have resided in Canada for no I ess than
three years
-Canadian organizations
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•
Amounts of Grants
The amount of a grant wi I I depend on the duration and cost
of the project submitted, and wl I I not be subject to any
cei I ing.
However, as the program budget is I imited, competition for grants wi 11 be rigorous.
Applicants are advised
to exercise moderation in determining the scope of their projects and to present a realistic project budget.

Selection Process
Taking into consideration the objectives of the program, the
principal criteria of evaluation will be the quality and
potential appeal of projects, and the abi I ity of appl is:ants
to carry them out.
Selections wi 11 be made through competitions (three of which are scheduled for 1973-74) involving
two stages.
Applications will first be sorted according
to the areas from which they originated (the Atlantic provinces,
Quebec, Ontario, the Prairies, and British Columbia) and sent
to five regional juries, who wi 11 make an initial selection.
In the second stage, al I the recommendations of the regional
juries wi I I be reviewed by a committee composed of the chairmen
of these juries.
Within the limits of available funds, this
committee wi 11 make a final selection and submit its recommendations to the Canada Counci I.
The results of each competition
wi 11 be announced four months after the dead I ine for applications.
The Canada Counci I
of the program and

reserves the right to interpret the conditions
how they apply to specific cases.

HOW TO Al;>PLY
Special application forms must be used.
On these forms, the
app Ii cant is asked for a deta i I ed description of the project
and a proposed budget.
When asking for application forms, i t
is important to specify whether the grant is being requested
by an individual or an organization.
Dead I ine

for applications:

1 Vec..embvr. 19 7 3

Fo4 nu4the4 inno4mation and applic..ation no4m~ c..ontac..t:
Explo4ation~
The Canada Counc..il
P. 0. Box 1O47
Ottawa, Onta4io
KIP 5V8

Te.le.phone:

(673)

237-3400
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URBAN GALLERY:

PHOTOGRAPHER'S STUDIO

Rob G i I I esp i e

"Nah, that couldn't be Uncle Alan. He's too young and good
looking and look at the funny clothes he's wearing ••. besides
he doesn't have a moustache or hair sticking out of his ears.
When was the picture taken?"
"It says Winnipeg, June 23,

1920 on the back."

"Who's the girl he's with?"
"That' s Aunt I r is, st up id.

11

"Geez, over fifty years ago.

They sure have changed."

Many frustrated parents have found that one of the most effective
ways of keeping children occupied on Sunday afternoon visits
to relatives has been to bring out the old family photograph
album.
Naturally, an informed lecture on family history usually
resulted.
Faces which the young usually associated with age
and i I lness suddenly become youthful and vibrant. They are seen
in front of bui ld,ings which appear to be fami I iar but somewhat
newer, the automob i I es are of an antique var I ety and there may
be horses sti I I on the street. The clothing which they wear is
of a different style than that of today.
One could say in a
way that the photographer has succeeded in stopping time. The
image captured by the camera wi I I always be that of a young man
and woman on a sunny summer afternoon.
The photographer has
preserved a fleeting moment in time, an ideal, for as long as
the photograph lasts.
Trying to retain images and record historical events has been
practised for thousands of years; on the wal Is of caves, in
pyramids, on Grecian pottery, on buffalo hides, parchment, chapel
wal Is and cei I ings, and of course on canvas. Man has forever
attempted to preserve in some way people and moments in his
I ifetime which he feels to be important.
The attainment of rank,
a new wife, a memorable battle, an important social event, or
a beautiful scene.
In order to do this numerous methods have
been used to obtain the most accurate impression;
wood, clay,
metals, mosaic tiles, water coloured paint, ink arid marble.
Sizes have varied from miniature cameos done in porcelain, to
immense stone monuments.
For at least five hundred years the field of visually recording
these events had been dominated by the painters and sculptors.
However, in Paris in 1839 the daguerreotype photograph was
introduced and the whole new world of photography began. Optical
machines referred to as camera obscuras had been previously used
by artists to make more accurate drawings, but no practical way
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had been found to preserve the actual image permanently unti I
the two Frenchmen, Nicephore Niecpe and Louis Daguerre, perfected their method. A copper sheet, plated with si Iver, being
well coated with diluted nitric acid was exposed to iodine
vapour, which formed the first thin coating. The sheet was
then placed in a camera obscura for about eight minutes.
For
the image to appear, the plate had to be exposed to mercury
vapour and heated to 167 degrees Fahrenheit. To preserve the
photo the sheet was placed in hypo sulphate of soda and then washed
in distilled water. The method was an overnight success. The
first daguerreotype portrait studios was set up in New York
in 1840 by Alexander S. Wolcott. The first display on an international level was held In London at the Great Exhibition's
Crysta I Pa I ace in 1851. Soon daguerreotype photographers were
found everywhere, from the studios of Europe to the gold fields
of California.

..

However by 1850 the day of the daguerreotype was almost over as
a result of the introduction of wet-plate photography. This
process made use of a chemical fy treated glass negative from
which prints could be made. This method was also known as the
col lodion process. Col lodion, gun cotton dissolved in ether
and alcohol, to which iodine or bromide was added, was used to
coat a carefully cleaned glass plate. This plate, while sti 11
wet, was sensitized in a bath of silver nitrate and exposed in
a camera while It was sti I I moist. When the exposure was completed, the plate was taken and developed in either pyerogal I ic
acid or ferrous sulphate solution. The negative was then fixed
with hypo sulphate of soda or a potassium cyanide solution. Two
modifications of the wet plate photography developed. These
were the ambrotype and the tin type, in which the co I I od ion
negative was turned into a positive.
With the advent of wet-plate photography, mass production of
pictures began. The stereograph and carte-de-viste were
developed and the ever-popular photograph album was introduced
to hold the latter. Numerous carte-de-visites of famous people
and places could be purchased and photographers produced them
for their clients. The popularity of the album spread rapidly
in European and North American societies.
Although wet-plate photography was an improvement over the
daguerreotype, it was sti 11 cumbersome and time-consuming. Al I
the chemicals necessary for the treatment of the glass plate
and production of the negative had to be carried around in a
wagon by the photographer. The introduction of the dry plate
in 1878 signaled an end to its predecessor. With the addition
of a gelatine emulsion and silver bromide to replace the silver
bromide bath, a packaged plate was produced. Further it had
a sensitivity which required only 1/25 of a second exposure.
Needless to say, this greatly stimulated the growth of amateur
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photography.
It took only George Eastman to market his first
Kodak camera in 1889 and the development of transparent rol Ifl Im to produce the camera bug of today.
By 1920 tremendous advances had been made in the field of photography. This was true not only in the technical side of the profession but in the sociological and journalistic as well. When
the daguerreotype was first introduced photography was I lmlted,
primarily because of the length of time needed for exposure to
portraits, architecture, and science views. People were intrigued at first by the thought of their exact image being caught
on a si Iver plate. However with such a wondrous instrument being
developed, photographers could hardly be expected to I imit their
field to portraiture. Historic painting had long held the prestigious position as the recorder of Important events, but photography began to make inroads upon this sacred territory.
Photographers began to experiment with crowd scenes and In 1846 a
daguerreotype of U.S. cavalrymen in the Mexican War appeared
in Taft's Photography of the American Scene. The position of
the I ithographer and the painter was not immediately threatened
and it was not unti I the Crimean War that the use of photography
in reporting began to be realized. Men such as Roger Fenton
revealed to the pub I ic in incredible detai I the men and the
results of the 1854-56 war. The glorification and romanticism
of war created by the many historic artists was placed In
questionable perspective as a result. The next major use of
photography in record Ing human cont Ii ct was In the American
Clvi I War. The photographers of the war between the States
became much more involved than their Crimean counterparts.
Generals paid their own personal photographers to immortalize
their triumphs whl le the ordinary soldiers had men such as
Matthew Brady to record their camp I ife, their drudgery, and
their death.
After the Civi I War the field of war photography expanded
greatly since it was felt to be a somewhat more momentous
occasion to photograph than other of man's achievements. The
Italian Wars of Liberation, the French in Mexico, the GermanDanish War over Schleswig-Holstlen, and the Franco-Prussian
War were captured by photographers.
In the Canadian Northwest
the Riel Rebel I ion had Its photographers. Captain James Peters
attempted to record General Middleton's campaign. He was a
participant in the various engagements and his early "combat"
photographs realistically reveal this.
The problems which faced these "social photographers" was how
to cheaply place the photographs on the printed page. For most
of the nineteenth century engravers made copies from the photos
which wer.e then inserted with the type for print. By 1875 the
Woodburytype and Albertype had replaced engraving. These
methods in which I ight sensitive plates were used to reproduce
the actual photo made beautiful i I lustrations with an extremely
long lasting qua I ity. However, they could not be printed with
the type and were placed on a separate page.
It was not unti I
1896 with the final development of the letterpress halftone that
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THE RED RIVER PORTRAI'r G.ALLERY.

A

BARNAR!) begs to announce that ho h~s

• fitted up a, room in the house formerly occupied by
Mr. Henry Ila.Hett, where he will be prepared to wait on
a.11 who call for likenesses. He has on hand a variety of
cases, to suit the tastes of custon1ers, which ho offers AT

REDUCED PRICES.

ALSO, GOODS FOR CASH, WHEAT, FLOUR,
OR WOOD.

February 13, 1860.
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photographs could be cheaply and efficiently placed in the
media. Photographs and captions could be used to comp I lment
the stories. With this added resource for reporting many of
the traditional values held by the public concerning photography were broken down. Candid shots of the privileged members
of society began to appear in the press, and previously shunned
topics such as slums, poverty and racial attitudes were openly
revealed to the public. The artificiality and staginess of
nineteenth century pictorial photography had no place In this
new world of i I lustrated media. One picture was worth a thousand words but in order to get a story across, a straight
forward treatment of the subject was needed.
This is not to say that the profession of the artistic photographer had lost any of its prestige, the newspaper photographer
was simply a different branch of the photographic field. The
majority of portrait photographers had not left their studios
and had I ittle intention of doing so. Poses for portraits were
st i I I stereotyped but had become somewhat more natu ra I. The
portrait photographer considered himself to be a ski I led professional and he had some justification in doing so. He not
only had to be adept with his camera, but also In mixing chemicals,
creating backdrops, using the proper I ighting to produce the
proper shading, in retouching the photos, and above al I In putting
his client at ease to obtain the desired effect. Every person
has a certain idea of how they appear to others.
If the photographer did n6t succeed in getting this idea across, then he
had failed. The portrait photographer with his technical ski 11
monopolized on human vanity.
What about photogr~phy in Winnipeg? The first photographer to
have been in the Red River area appears to have been Humphrey Lloyd
Hime who accompanied the Hind expedition West in 1858. His
portfolio of some thirty photographs was pub I ished in London in
1860.
The next mention of a photographer at Fort Garry appears
in the Nor-Wester of February 13, 1860. A, .• Barnard informed the
populace that the Red River Portrait Gallery had opened.
In
return for his services Barnard was wi I I ing to accept cash, wheat,
flour or wood. D.R. Sties made a similar offer on August 14, 1860
when he opened h Is ambrotype ga I I ery at the American House in
St. Boniface.
In 1874, Joseph Langevin offered carte-de-vlsite
portraits suitable for mounting in albums. With the incorporation of the City of Winnipeg in 1874 and the land boom of the
late seventies and early eighties, the demand for photographers
increased. By 1879 there were three in Winnipeg and one In
Portage la Prairie. This had increased by 1890 to seven In the
capital city and a photographer each for Brandon, Carberry,
Emerson, Minnedosa, Morden, Pi lot Mound, Shoal Lake and Virden.
These men were ful I time professionals according to the Henderson
Directory of that year and there is no way of tel i ing how many
people supplemented their income by taklng photos. With a further
increase in population there was a corresponding increase in
photographers. By 1920 there were thirty-nine professional photo-
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graphers in the city. There were the Innumerable weddings to
photograph; the famous visitors and the many social occasions,
from the annual graduating classes to the meeting of the local
snowshoe club to be recorded. Photographers such as . Foote,
Camp be I I , Mi t ch e I I and Rem bran t Stud I o s d i d a I u c rat i v e trade
in the early 1900 1 s photographing the local mi.litia regiments.
The trade increased just prior and during the First World War.
Individual and large group portraits were taken before they
went overseas. The pictures are sti I I quite stiff and formal,
possibly one of the last traditions of an age which .had died
and was being replaced by the explosive twenties.
The photographer was performing the same function in Winnipeg
as his co I I eagues were a I I over the wor Id. He was preserving
moments which his clients felt were important. More than
I ikely the photograph would be lost in a family album, to be
brought out every once in a while during a nostalgic moment
or as a curiosity piece for a younger generation. A generation
to whom photography no longer presents the mystery and prestige
it did to their parents and grandparents. The process itself
no longer presents a mystery, but the product, the photographic
image of two people looking rather severely into a camera can
sti 11 invoke a feeling of wonder from those viewing a time of
which they can never be a part.
"I wonder who the people are in the background?"
"It's probably Grandma and Grandad; but you wouldn't remember
them, they died before you were born. Here's another picture
of them. Grandad's the man on the left wearing the uniform
and Grandma Is on the right beside her sister.
It was taken
at a picnic just before the First World War."
"No kidding.

wonder if I'd Ii ke to I ive back then?"

"Here's another picture of •••.. "
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TRACKING DOWN AN OTTOMAN

Margery Bourgeois

In May 1973, the museum acquired a footstool or, using the
proper name, Ottoman. On first examination it was noted that
it was a rather sophisticated article of furniture and did not
fal I into the "country furniture" class.
In pinpointing the date these observations were made . The
craftsmanship was exce I I ent. There was no evidence of saw
marks so the adept cabinet maker had planned and finished his
ottoman we I I.
It contained square-headed machine made na i Is
which date about 1815-1850. The corners were glued with a
concealed rabet joint.

In a taped history from the owner, she explained the background.
She saw this ottoman in her grandfather's parlour. Assuming that
her grandmother, who died in 1898 at the age of 78, had acquired
this ottoman at marriage as was the custom, this again coincides
with the other observations affixing the date close to the midnineteenth century.
The human history of the artifact now becomes more important in
tracing the source.
The owner, aged 85, was a universityeducated Saskatchewan pioneer. She was born on her grandparent's
farm in East Farnham, Quebec - an Eng Ii sh sett I ement near Cowansv i I I e
In the I atter part of the 18th
50 mi I es southeast of Montrea I.
century after the American Revolution, her English-stock family
had immigrated from Vermont, U.S.A. to East Farnham, Quebec.
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This vi I lage was the home of the Vilas Furniture Company but
Aaron Vi las, the founder, was making plough shears and school
desks at that time. Most furniture of that district was of
pine and butternut. Ontario favoured maple and cherry. Birch
and black walnut as trim was used by both. The design was not
touched up with carvings as so often was done in Quebec or an
excess of wood turnings relating to Ontario. Also the fashioning
of more luxury items did not gain impetus in those provinces
unti I after 1860. So we must back-track to the New England
states or the maritimes.
In the early nineteenth century, New Brunswick was experiencing
a boom of prosperity due to her vast ship-building industry.
Three thousand emigrants alone arrived at St. John in June 1819.
Among these were many superior craftsmen in al I trades who had
acquired their papers under the strictest rules. Their work
could compare with the finest on the Continent. More than. 75%
of the fine furniture in the homes of that area was made in
St. John. Thus we may have found our ottoman.
The broad scrol I pattern was attributed to the style of
Alexander Lawrence of St. John. The New Brunswick Museum has
a record of the same style ottoman dating February 28th, 1841
at a purchase price then of 36/3. This Scottish, fully-apprenticed
cabinetmaker arrived in St. John in 1817. He applied for his
freeman papers in 1820, had advertized regularly in the papers
and relocated his business often. He was particularly noted
for fine wood carving but fluting and reeding in place of spiral
carving on table legs and other decoration was his preference.
Alexander Lawrence played a large part in the development of
St. John. He founded the Sacred Music Society, was a Director
and one of the original incorporators of the Mechanics Institute.
He received high degrees as a leading freemason. On his death
in 1843, his sons carried on the business. Hence the Lawrence
name plays a significant role in cabinet making in the history
of St. John.
Along with other furniture acquired from this owner, we are
beginning to suspect that her grandmother might have come from
the maritimes. She was wel I educated for that period. Now
we' 11 have to shake that branch of the family tree and see what
we unearth.
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SWAP AND SELL

WA N T

E

V

One Len~ Mi~~o~ Sea~chlight, HJ, manu6actu~e~ed
by:

Chedwick B4othe~~, Hamilton, Onta~io.

One Jon B~own Headlight, Model 19, manu6actu4e4ed
by:

Jon B~own Manu6actu~ing Company, Columbu~, Ohio.

Wi 11 buy or swap.

Contact:
Cliff Clarke
Curator
Manitoba Automobile Museum
Elkhorn, Manitoba
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MUSEUM MEMOS

AUNT MARGARET'S MUSEUM OF CH I LDHOOD,

I NC., WI nn I peg

The Aunt Margaret's Museum of Childhood, Inc. Ca non-profit
Corporation under Laws of Manitoba) held It's Annual Meeting
and Luncheon for Honorary Members and Directors In March 1973.
At present, three rooms are open to the publ le and the collection of toys are beautifully displayed In 20 showcases.
In 1974 the Museum hopes to expand by combining three houses
at one location. The present Museum building, owned by
Aunt Margaret (Mrs. Douglas Chisholm) gives free housing to
the collection, Many toys have been donated In the past year,
including 25 dol Is from our Honorary Patron, Her Excel I ency,
Mrs. Roland Michener. These are dol Is that have been presented
to her from various tours of other countries.
Three dol I creations were made by Aunt Margaret in 1973:
"Anne of Green Gables", "Lawrence of Arabia", and "Wlnky Brown
at the Plano".
It should be noted that 75% of the Museum
revenue is obtained from dol I repairs and sales of our creative
do I Is.

BECKONING HILLS MUSEUM, Boissevaln
This museum continues to attract more and more visitors approximately 2000 in the last two months. Tours of school
children, A.M.R, campers, Winnipeg Cycle Club, Horticultural
Societies and Senior Citizens make It one of their stopping
places. Visitors have come from all Canadian provinces, most
of the United States, from Austral la, Belguim, England and
Norway. New exhibits arrive every week to augment the displays
of historical Items and pioneer articles of every kind. The
Museum Is staffed by volunteer Senior Citizens each day from
10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

CHAPMAN'S MUSEUM
Reeve Ab Chapman describes himself as a man who always has
something to do,
If he Isn't working on his farm, looking
after RM of Daly business, he ls acting as the president
of the West-Man Regional Development Corporation or occasionally
going fishing on the half mile of property he owns along the
Minnedosa River.
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Reeve Chapman and his wife, Harriet, have since Centennial
Year, had another interest that at times seems to block
out al I the rest. They have one of the largest private
col lectlons of pioneer antiques In Western Canada,
The articles are displayed In five outbul ldlngs on the farm
and spl I I over Into others. Reeve Chapman says he has enough
promised Items to fll I another building 24 feet by 100 feet.
What he has now on display Includes: an old-time store complete with an authentic Rawlelgh's products pedlar's case
of 1921 vintage (the original medicines are still in It); the
railway station house from nearby Pendennls, filled with a
collection of hand-tools; another bul I ding representing an
old-time I lbrary; a dining room with turn of the century china;
and a building f I I led with kitchenware.
There are over I ,500 catalogued Items In the museum complex
and more come in almost dally.
It's become a real community project", says Mr. Chapman.
"I doubt If a week goes by without someone dropping something
off or tel I Ing me where to go to find something," he says.

Visitors are frequent to the Chapman farm. At least one group
per week from western Manitoba pays a visit and on weekends
Rivers area people frequently bring out relatives or friends.
Four circle bus tours from Brandon have visited the museum
this summer and senior citizens utlllze It quite a bit.
There are Items here which other museums would envy. Mr. Chapman
says he has visited other col lectlons and claims they don't
have such th I ngs as ova I bread pans or the co I I ect I on of
crockery that he has.

ESKIMO MUSEUM,

Churchll I

Al I last winter we had many visitors hal I Ing from the south,

army personnel, soldiers for winter-training, coming In groups
of 35 to 120 respectively and marching around for a period of
approximately 20 days.
Air Force Troops were In the area six weeks in June unti I
July 25th. Many schools in Manitoba send In organized groups
to come and visit. The Morse Place Junior High has been here
tor the second year In succession. Other visitors, on their
way further north in view of various projects, wit I stop on
the occasions and manifest some Interest. Scientists In and
out of the Rocket Range are famlt iar visitors. The sea-I 1ft
season brings In crews from the world around tor them to see,
to observe and to learn.
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Four new showcases Installed In the Museum help display
new aspects of the Eskimo I lfe In stone and whale-bone
carvings.

FORT GARRY HORSE MILITARY MUSEUM - Winnipeg
The Fort Garry Horse Ml I ltary Museum was formed In September
1972 and work has progressed on the exhibits since that
time. The Regiment's holdings of artifacts, documents, and
memorabl I la have subsequently been Increased by significant
private donations.
The museum wt 11 be open for publ le view In September 1973.
The hours are: Sundays - 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
Tuesdays, 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
The museum is located In Room 103, McGregor Armoury,
McGregor Street and Machray Avenue, In Winnipeg's North End.
Comments and additional information from the publ le and exservicemen are welcomed~.

HILLCREST MUSEUM, Souris
I am writing this memo after a busy day at the museum. This
afternoon we had five bus loads of Senior Citizens from
Winnipeg ( 174 In a,J I). They were here as one of the activities
of an O.F.Y. project from the city. A visit from the W. I. of
KII I arney and the CI re I e Tour out of Brandon rounded out a
very busy afternoon. We have been open from 11 :00 a.m. to
9:00 p.m. July and August and have noticed a considerable
increase In attendance this year - more adults particularly.
The increase Is probably due to publicity which museums are
getting through the additional Information reaching the publ le.
Locally we have very good communication with the Chamber of
Commerce and the Information Booth and Park Office which are
both operated on a S.T.E.P. programme Involving university
girls. The girls work one shift each week at the museum for
us so can pass on first hand Information to the tourists at
their booth. This Is a good exemple of community Involvement
and seems to benefit al I concerned. We received grants from
both the provincial and federal governments and so have been
able to carry out several Improvements around the museum.
We did considerable refurbishing In the down and upstairs hal I ways
and were able to open up an alcove In the upstairs hal I which
would accommodate special displays. w~ bought some larger
pieces of furniture for the dining area at a local auction.
We were able to do some dirt fll I and grass seeding on part
of our grounds which are quite extensive so there Is sti I I
much to be done In this respect. Our grounds committee were
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fortunate in having Mr. Dave Brown, formerly a home grounds
improvement expert at the Brandon Experimental Farm, come
to look things over and he wl I I submit a plan shortly for
our consideration,
We have spent long hours working on a backlog of registration.
We are finally getting al I the loan and gift forms fl led away
with as much Information as we can on each Item. Some of us
have been doing considerable research on our artifacts - there
Is no end to the amount aval I able It seems. Sales are good
In our used Book Nook and locally made ceramic mugs and trays
bearing the town seal In gold are sel I Ing wel I.
Our hostessing is st! 11 being done by a large number of
volunteers.
It works out very wel I and for the most part
these people are becoming very wel I Informed on the articles
on display. There may be some disadvantages on this method
of hostessing especially when we require six each day for a
ten-hour period. However, our visitors seem to enjoy meeting
the local ladles, and men too, most of whom know a great deal
about our·past history and can converse on many subjects.
It has been our pleasure to have some of the Winnipeg boys
drop In, mostly on their way to the excavations at Mel !ta and
Elva. Nice way of keeping In touch with museum personnel.
You're welcome anytime!
We have been particularly happy with al I the communications
coming to us from the Association of Manitoba Museums. Al I
this information we receive wt I I certainly have Its Impact
as times goes on.
Hope you wl 11 al I look back on this summer as time wel I spent.
Lots of hard work but so rewarding when we see the results.

HISTORICAL MUSEUM OF ST. JAMES-ASSINIBOIA, Winnipeg
As you know I'm working on a project to establ lsh the theme
of this museum as "The History of St. James-Asslnlbola".
It
wll I be a whl le yet before the museum wll I be able to I I lustrate
such a theme due to the lack of relevant col lectlons and
exhibits.
At present the museum contains a number of mlscel laneous
displays Including Indian, Eskimo, photography, glassware,
rifles, and early farm implements; as wel I as an early 1900
parlour setting.
We have recently acquired a two-storey log house which was
It is
moved from a location some two miles west of Headlngly.
now located on the east side of the museum bul ldlng. The house
was built circa 1850 by a Mr. Magnus Brown, a pioneer farmer
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of the area. The floor area Is approximately 18 feet by
24 feet; there are four rooms - two up and two down. Due
to financial difficulties, restoration of the building will
not begin until next summer.
The museum Is open from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. on weekdays
and I :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on weekends, Admission Is free.

J.A.V. DAVID MUSEUM COMMITTEE, KIi larney
We have had quite a heavy Influx of tourists visit us this
summer, and several bus loads of Senior Citizens have been
given guided tours.
Apart from this, we have nothing special to report. This
coming Fal I we hope to undertake a move Into larger quarters.

KEYSTONE PIONEERS MUSEUM,

I NC., Rob I in

"Pioneer Days" on the 30 of June, July 1st, 2nd and 3rd with the official opening on the first of July. Mr. Corne I I
Wynnobel of the Museum of Man and Nature cut the ribbon.
Other dignitaries were In attendance. The Museum helped
Rob I in celebrate it's Diamond Jubl lee from July 20-24th, 1973.
We entered a float In the parade and also had a steam engine
and threshing machine on display at the Fair.
In addition,
we sponsored a variety concert.
The museum Is open on weekends. We have had visitors from
al I across Canada, the United States and Overseas.

MANITOBA ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY - DAUPHIN CHAPTER, Dauphin
In the past twelve months there has been considerable activity
In Dauphin regarding the public museum for the Town of Dauphin.
The Dauphin Chapter of the Manitoba Archaeology Society has
spearheaded this movement. Developments to date are as fol lows:
The museum committee was formed with representatives from
the Dauphin Chapter of the Manitoba Archaeology Society,
Pioneer Society and the Historical Society of Dauphin.
A grant of $174.00 was received from the Provincial Government to assist In having a museum established.
The museum has been named Fort Dauphin Museum and the
entrance of the museum wl I I depict an early fur company fort.
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The museum committee has commenced procedures to have
the museum Incorporated.
In negotiations with the Al I led Arts Councl I, the museum
committee was granted a space of approximately 60 x 50 feet
In the old Town Hal I to set up displays. The Intent tor
the near future Is to have this space redecorated and
during the winter months displays wl II be arranged and
the tentative plan ls for the opening date early In May.
At a recent fair In Dauphin the museum committee had a
float In the parade that depicted an old fort which created
considerable Interest from the people ot Dauphin and we
felt It was a good "kick-off" for our pub I lclty program.

MANITOBA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED MUSEUM
Our Museum ls unique In the fact that It Is a railway coach,
donated by the Canadian Pacific Rai I way and moved to Its
present si_te when the ground was frozen. The Interior was
completely changed and renovated, al lowing for a passage from
door to door, with panels and benches for the displays, charts
and models along each side.
Located at the Association's "Conservation Training Area" where
over 8,000 school puplls receive Instruction annual In forest
conservation and environmental studies, the Museum Is an
Important teaching aid and has developed to display the flowers,
shrubs, trees, animals and birds native to south eastern
Manitoba.
During July and August special guided tours for adults or
faml ly groups are conducted from Thursdays to Sundays at
4:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. and a visit to our Museum Is one of
the high I lghts Included.
Museum exhibits and facll ltles are constantly being changed,
and ours Is no exception. Though operated only from May to
October, with handicaps In both staff and finances, we feel
It is making an Important contribution In helping us to give
people, particularly young people, a better understanding of
their outdoor heritage.

MUSEUM OF MAN AND NATURE, Winnipeg
In July, the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature prepared a
visual display, advertising and promoting the many diverse
museums In Manitoba. The display is located on the Planetarium
level of the Centennial Centre, after spending two weeks In
the Museum Foyer.
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The display has been attracting a great deal of attention
from the public. The handouts that are distributed with the
display have been reaching a great many people. The various
museums that kindly supplied the photographs and I iterature
can be assured of a great deal of good publ iclty.
The display indicates the appearance, location, admission and
hours of the Individual museums in Winnipeg and out In the
rural areas of Manitoba.
If any museum sti I I has not taken advantage of this opportunity,
there is sti 11 time to send in photographs and I lterature.

Manitoba
Side
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PIONEER HOME MUSEUM OF VIRDEN AND DISTRICTS, Virden
We were happy for the opportunity to partake In the annual
Winnipeg Folklorama through the exhibit displayed by the
Point Douglas Historical Society, We commend them fqr
spreading the word of Manitoba Museums by having asked each
one In the province to exhibit an artifact in their museum
through the week of festivities. This method of "sharing
the wealth" of Manitoba Museums Is In keeping with the new
National Museums Pol Icy.

We chose to exhibit a cherished SHELF DRAPE, handcrafted by
the late Mrs. E.J, Lane in 1890,
It Is done In MACRAME , the
ancient method of decorative knotting, now enjoying a popular
period of revival amongst handcrafters , young and old . This
drape, made in ecru-co I ored cord, is one of the i terns which
never fail to catch the eye of the visitor to the Virden
historic house. When our hostesses discuss it with visitors
they also point out that In the parlour of this Victorian
museum are some eight or nine other samples of ancient macrame
knotting - edging the heavy green and gold draperies, edging
the yellow piano scarf or gossamer "Jap" silk, trimming the
many table covers or antimacassars, and even used In the
leather fringe around the bottom of a mammoth black leather
rocker. We hope that many Wlnnipegers got in to see our
Macrame at Point Douglas, and that they wll I take a trip our
way for a worthwhile two hour tour back Into the Victorian
era!
This year, for the first time, our expert hostess/guides
are attractively attired In Victorian dress, so that It lends
an authentic air to the old house - and especially, If you strol I
through the rooms, as I did one summer day when there were very
few visitors about, and came upon a hostess sitting quietly
crocheting In a rocking chair!
In a mauve Victorian gown,
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blond hair piled high - she afforded the visitor a most
pleasant sight!
Many new items have been Integrated Into the displays throughout the ten rooms. We have fol lowed the advice of Museums
Advisor David Ross by having changed the picture In each room,
by storing Items which have been on display for several years,
and by adding new (old) items and generally showing the visitor
who has been here before, a whole new look In each room. Our
donors have been most generous with Items large and smal I, which
makes It fairly easy to carry out this plan. Our most difficult problem Is storage space. We are working toward a
plan for an extension In the form of coach-house type of
bui I ding which wi 11 blend with the atmosphere and at the same
time provide storage and display space for large Items.
Early this spring we were the happy recipients of an array of
artifacts from the dark and dusty depths of Vlrden's Fire Hal I
building, erected about 1880. This building, like an old miser,
has "co 11 ected" down through the years and has now passed Into
our care the fol lowing Items - al I a part of the heritage of
this town and district:
a so I Id brass cuspidor
a Manitoba Free Press, mint condition, dated November 30th,
1872, Vol. I, No. I.
an ol 1-burnlng wal I lamp, tin construction, with a tal I
slender glass chimney.
a box of stereooptlcon cards, 37 In al I.
a stone mason's huge wooden mallet, believed used In
the construction of the fire hal I.
a sol id brass scoop measure with wooden handle.
a cheque-writing machine, desk size, circa 1915.
the long-handled lamp-1 lghter's torch, tin construction,
used when Virden had six street corner gas lamps.
Al I of these items are on display and we are grateful to
Mayor Hegion and town staff members who had the foresight to
rescue them from the refuse heap!
We are fol lowing the advice from our Winnipeg advisors and
will work through the Highway Department District Engineer
In our attempt to have museum signs posted on highways entering
Virden. We congratulate the four museums who have been successful In procuring such signs, as we are fully aware that they
must draw a large percentage of your visitors. We would be
happy to hear from any of the four museums who have official
h I ghway s I gns, if they can suggest a success tu I appea I to the
Highways Department.
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ROYAL REGIMENT OF CANADIAN ARTILLERY MUSEUM, Shi lo
1973 started out as an active year at the RCA Museum with
a major renovation and enlargement of display area, this
major task being completed by mid-May, giving us approximately an additional 2,000 square feet of display area.
We have hosted numerous groups, especially school groups
In June and have visitors dally from far and wide.
A visit recently by Major General H.A. Spart Ing, CBE, 050,
CD, was certainly one of our highlights this summer.
We provided some assistance to the Mel lta Group
Royal Canadian Legion In the form of a German 5
.38 PAK Anti-tank Gun for display and to add to
col lectlon of ml I ltary Items which Is a project
recently started.

of The
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their
the Branch

SAM WALLER LITTLE NORTHERN MUSEUM, The Pas
The rearranging of some exhibits, with a helper from The
Museum of Man and Nature, plus the renewal of cards and
labels has been going on apace with the aid of temporary
summer help. Now the repainting of the exterior of the
Museum will keep us busy. This has to be done while the
weather Is tine and in the busy tourist season. Additional
material also swel Is our col lectlons almost dally so we
can keep to our motto "Always Something New In The Little
Museum". This makes the planning of an addition Imperative
In the near future. We cannot refuse material now offered
or It may never again be avai I able and might be lost for
posterity.

STRATHCLAIR MUSEUM, Strathclair
When the Canadian Pacific Railway decided that they no longer
had use tor an Agent and station at Strathclalr, the Rural
Municipal lty of Strathclalr made arrangements for the acquisition of the old station for the purpose of a museum. With
the formation of a Museum Association, the task of bringing
the Museum to a reality began. The bul I ding was moved In
July 1972, at Fair Day, to It's present location. During
1972 a group of youth, under the Federal O.F.Y. Programme,
were busy preparing the bul Id Ing, acquiring artifacts and
repairing and restoring artifacts to bring the Museum ready
to be viewed by the public.
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In conjunction with a school reunion, at the end of June this
year, the Museum Committee put on a drive to further renovate
the bul I ding and again acquire more artifacts for an opening
for those attending the school reunion.
A very successful
opening took place with over 700 visitors signing the guest
book and over $200.00 being received In open donations besides
many private donations.
The Museum was also open on Fair Day
and had another success on that day.
Being but one of the original Canadian Pacific Stations in
this part of the country, plans were made that the Waiting
Room, Office and adjacent rooms should depict a typical
station of olden times.
The Waiting Room is set up with a
bench, pot-belly stove, railway pictures, bulletin board and
old time luggage.
The Office has full telegraphy equipment,
old time invoices, ledgers, timetables, old safe, miscellaneous
railway equipment and a similar to station clock. The adjacent
rooms are being set up to portray the I iving quarters of a
typical agent.
The freight shed areas wi 11 contain the larger
exhibits and those smaller exhibits which are not particularly
fami I iar with exhibits which may be placed in the station rooms.

This year was Indeed successful; we were pleased with the
progress made in preparing the bui I ding; we were pleased
with the reception of the pub I ic in loaning and donating
artifacts; and finally we were pleased in the response of
those who visited to see our exhibits and to donate funds
for the furtherance of the Museum's work.
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Now we are busy getting our thoughts together to improve
our building and exhibits, working forward to the time
when we may have an official opening and the Museum wl I I be
open for time to come. We hope that those coming after us
wi I I be able to see and enjoy the history of the pioneers
and wl 11 continue on with the work that al I generations
may truly know the I ife style of the pioneers and enjoy
their heritage even the more so.
TRANSCONA MUSEUM, Transcona
The Transcona Museum, located in the basement of the Roland
Michener Arena, presents a much Improved appearance with
the recent installation of new tall-boy display cases and
scenic murals In oi I in the wt Id I lfe area.
Plans are under way for a second edition of "ARTICULTURE"
to be held in the Arthur Day Junior High School on Saturday
and Sunday, October 13th and 14th. This is des I gned to once
more provide hobbyists and co I I ectors w1th the opportun I ty
of displaying their skills.
It Is anticipated that space
in the auditorium wi I I be at a premium for this event.
Additional information may be obtained from Mrs. M. Duddrldge,
Museum Curator, at 222-0423.
With the commencement of the school term in September, visits
of school groups wl I I be supplemented by the showing of a
suitable film relating to classroom studies. An Illustrated
brochure of the museum wl 11 be aval I able shortly. Visiting
hours are Monday to Friday, 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Groups
by appointment.

UKRAINIAN CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL CENTRE, Winnipeg
Winning entries of the Manitoba Multicultural Juried Art
Exhibit sponsored by and currently held at Gallery Oseredok,
Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre were announced at
the ex h i b I t ' s open I n g on J u n e 2 6 by Mr . J u I I us Kot e I es , Nat 1on a I
Chairman, Canadian Consultative Councl I on Multlculturlsm,
In his remarks, Mr. Koteles commented on the qua I lty of the
art shown and expressed hope for the Centre's real lzatlon of
a national multicultural art exhibit of this unique nature.
The show was the first of this kind for the Gallery which has
just completed its first year of operation during which It
successfully exhibited Ukrainian artists from Manitoba, other
parts of Canada as wel I as the United States.
Professor Jaroslav Rozumnyj, President of
of the Ukrainian Cultural and Educational
the artists and guests present commenting
necessary between government, artists and

the Board of Directors
Centre, greeted
on the Interaction
cultural Institutions
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•
for the development and growth of a culture, relating
particularly to the Canadian multicultural real lty.
Of the 143 entries submitted by Manitoba artists, 35 were
chosen for exhibit by the jurors Professor A. Bruning,
University of Manitoba Faculty of Art and Mr. Wayne Morgan,
Curator, Dunlop Gallery, Regina.
The winning artists in the two-dimensional category were:
Suzanne Gauthier, 1st Prize ($100.), for a group fo three
pencil drawings titled "Winged Horses", "The Start", and
"White Horses"; R.G. Pollack, 2nd prize ($50.), acryllc
painting titled "Sunset"; Tony Allison, 3rd prize ($25.),
silkscreen titled "Rat"; and Hugh McVarish, Honourable Mention.
Winners of the three-dimensional category were: Stanley H.
Taniwa, 1st prize ($100.) for a clay Raku vase and covered
jar, and David Moss, 2nd prize ($50.) for a stoneware teapot,
wineurn and plate.
The exhibition generated considerable interest and was covered
by CBC-TV, radio and both Winnipeg daily newspapers.
Partially funded by the Ukrainian Professional and Businessmen's Club of Winnipeg, the exhibit continued through the summer.
The Museum:
A Diplomatic History Exhibit dealing with the Ukrainian
National Republic 1917-1918 Including documents, passports,
c u r re n c y ,. st a mp s a n d a r c h i v e ma t e r I a I o f mI I i t a r y I ea d e r s •
Displays of religious artifacts, folk art (Including regional
costumes, Easter eggs, decorative towels, ceramics, woodcarving),
miniature replicas of Carpathian mountain (Hutzul) homestead,
wooden church and vi I I age home.
Permanent exhibit of a simulated Interior of a 19th century
village home and an exhibit of Hutzul artifacts and folk art
including a decorative ceramic tile fire-place.
Oseredok Gallery:
September 9th-28th - Michael Semak Photography Exhibit. An
exhibition of 40 prints comprised of studies done In various
countries including Western Canada, United States, Italy and
Ghana.
Mr. Semak is presently a ful I-time lecturer In the visual arts
program of the Faculty of Fine Arts at York University, Toronto,
Ontario. Some of his cl tents include the National Fl Im Board
of Canada, Time-Life Books, Time Magazine, National Geographic
Magazine, TV Gulde, Cosmopol ltan, Ontario Department of
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Education and many others. He has exhibited widely in
Canada, the U.S.A., and Internationally - France, Russia,
Japan, England, Africa, Czechoslovakia, Italy. He has
had 39 one-man and group shows. His photographs are represented in such col lectlons as the National Fl Im Board
of Canada, National Gallery of Canada, The George Eastman
House (Rochester), International Fund for Concerned Photography (N.Y.C.), New School for Social Research (N.Y.C.),
York University, James Van Derzee Institute (N.Y.C.).
Mr. Semak has lectured extensively at various universities,
co I I eges, ga 11 er i es and camera c I ubs In Canada and the
United States.
His is the recipient of numerous grants Including The Canada
Counci I (four grants), the International Fund for Concerned.
Photography, National Fl Im Board of Canada, Ontario Councl I
for the Arts, York University and others.
His awards include:
Excellence Flap 1972 Diploma (only two in Canada) International Federation of Photographic Arts.
Gold Medal (only six in Canada) for photographic excellence
for one~man show on Ghana National Fl Im Board of Canada
Award of Exce I I ence for book "Image 4'' ( produced by the

National Fi Im Board of Canada with the McGI I I-Queen University
Press) American "Communication Arts" In 1969.
Bronze Medal and Honourable Mention (total of four prize
winners In Canada) our of 23,000 entries Nikon International Photo Contest 1970.

GATEWAY STOPPING PLACE, Emerson

Edito4'~ Note:
Thi~ de~c4iptlon 06 the R.N.W.M.P. wa6 pnepa4ed a~ a handbill b4ochune by the Mu~eum and given to vl6lton6
thi6 pa~t 6ummen.
The Law Marches West
In the Mounted Pol Ice Blue Book for 1874, an interesting
account Is given In Lieutenant-Colonel French's report of the
appearance of the force as It left camp for the westward
march. As It may be of Interest, I give It In ful I: We camped
the first night, after a twenty-ml le march on the Murray River
(probably Marais River).
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On our first starting we had, of course, the usual difficulties of balky horses and unruly oxen to contend with,
but after a few days we had but I ittle trouble In this
respect. Our train was, I suppose, the largest ever seen
in these parts; closed to a proper interval It was a mi le
and a half long, but from advance to rearguard It was more
nearly from four to five miles, owing to the uneven rate of
travel of horses and oxen, and the breaking of wheels and
axles of that Imposition of the country, the Red River cart.
The column of route presented a very fine appearance.
First
came "A" Division with their splendid dark bays and wagons.
Then ''B" with their dark browns. Next "C 11 with bright chestnuts drawing the guns and small-arm ammunition. Next ''D"
with their greys, 11 E" with their black horses, the rear
being brought up by "F" with the Ir I I ght bays, Then a mot I ey
string of ox-carts, ox-wagons, cattle for slaughter, cows,
calves, mowing machine, etc., etc. To a stranger it would have
appeared an astonishing calvalcade - armed men and guns looked
as if fighting was to be done. What could plows, harrows,
mowing machines, cows, calves, etc. be for?
But that little force has a double duty to perform - to fight
If necessary, but in any case to establ lsh posts In the West.
However, we were off at last, the only man In Winnipeg who
knew anything about the portion of the country to which we
were going, encouraging me with the remark: "Wei I, If you
have luck you may be back by Christmas, with forty percent
of your horses", By the t I me the force I eft Duffer In the
comparatively large number of thirty-one men were absent
without leave, the Sioux murders of St. Joe, thirty miles
west, having the effect of quickening the movements of several
In this respect.
I anticipated the backing out of a certain
number, and fortunately brought twenty spare men, so that the
force was not so shorthanded as some supposed.
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BOOK RE VIE W
A Museum for the People, edited by Eml ly Dennis Harvey and
Bernard Friedberg. Acanthus Press, Cambridge, Massachuse t ts ,
1971. 86 pages, 11 lustrated. $1.95.
Corne I I Wynnobel
In a period of history when Institutions are again being
questioned, museums are being evaluated as to their role and
relevance In society. Do they perform a useful function In .
the 20th Century?
If so, do they execute this function for
the benef It of al I segments o f society?
These and other questions relevant to museum operation were
r a ised at the Seminar on Neighbourhood Museums, held November 20,
21, and 22, 1969, a t MUSE, the Bedford Lincoln Neighbourhood
Museum In Brooklyn , New York. Out of the proceedings of this
Seminar this volume was edited by E.D. Harvey, Director of
Museums Col laboratlve of New York and B.L. Friedberg, Senior
Associate with the New York Foundation.
The Seminar opened with the hue and cry of the 60 1 s and 70's relevance. Are museums relevant to the society which they
serve? Are they the keepers and preservers of a society's
treasures and assorted cultural paraphenal la or are they
places where people can come and work together and share the
best of their culture? The consensus, at this Seminar, was
that neighbourhood museums fa! I to communicate and gain the
participation of the people they serve. The main grievance
was that museums, on the whole, were not staffed by people
who adequately repr es e nt ed- a c r o ss - sect ion of t he com mu n ity
which they serve and thus are not In tune with Its needs.
People who I ive within the museum's Immediate hinterland were
felt to be more sensitive towards the mood and needs of Its
population. For example, how could a white museum director,
who I Ives In the antiseptic suburbs, relate to the needs of a
black neighbourhood Infested with rats and roaches and burdened
with Inadequate housing?
In many respects, communications have
already broken down because of race and color.
The minority
community, especially If it Is black, feels that the neighbourhood museum is nothing more than an agency designed to
force white culture upon them In a very subtle manner.
In
almost a Marxian sense, the minorities wish to be in control
of their own culture and thus have their museums run by their
people.
The 19th Century view of a museum has to alter, from that of
being a keeper of vast collections, preserved for some future,
unspecified generation, to a dynamic organization which reaches
beyond Its wal Is to distribute the artifacts for the use ,
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enjoyment and education of many.
It was conceded that museums
should alter their philosophy or else run the risk of having
that very function disappear. "You can only be a service to
your community as you make your services relevant to It."
It was felt that one of the museum's first functions Is to
reinforce and cultivate the cultural Identity of the community
which it serves.
It Is the museum's duty to expose the social
problems Inherent In the community and Influence change. Many
of the delegates, at this Seminar, felt that a museum could
expose the problems of discrimination, pollution, inadequate
housing, etc. Thus by improving the physical atmosphere of
the community, the cultural atmosphere wi I I be regenerated and
heightened.
·
Diversity and decentral izatlon of museums became an issue at
this Seminar. The large, urban museums were seen as vacuums
which drew In great amounts of exhibit materials. A program
of decentralization of museums would disperse artifacts to
extension museums In diverse cultural neighbourhoods.
The book reveals many of the social I I Is which are present in
contemporary American society. The social tensions which have
been present in other American Institutions have finally come
to the traditionally quiet atmosphere of the museums. Racial
tension Is one of the main problems with which American, as
wel I as Canadian, museums must come to grip with.
The book also reveals that there are many people within the
museum community who are ready to make these changes In museum
philosophy. But are they really? How many of the proposals
and solutions raised at this Seminar are but empty rhetoric?
How many of the museum directors and people directly Involved
in programming, at this Seminar, were carried away with the
exhuberance of the innovative and radical few? The proceedings
of the Seminar revealed very I lttle opposition to the new ideas.
How many of the people, who agreed with al I the proposals that
were put forward, went home to their respective museums and
continued to run their Institution by way of the same age-old
methods?
In addition, how many of the delegates on both ends
of the spectrum of museum philosophy would be wi I I Ing to meet
each other halfway and formulate a new and relevant philosophy?
Fortunately, Manitoba museums do not have these great social
problems of race and color, or do they? We should not feel
secure for these problems probably I ie just over the horizon.
Now Is the time to anticipate these problems and create conditions
so that they wl I I not become an issue. Museums are for people
and this is the sole reason that Its activities should be
geared towards the I Iv Ing generation, no matter what their
color or cultural outlook may be. The philosophy of a museum
has to be altered to flt the mid-twentieth Century environment
before the almost unhealable tension that the eastern seaboard
of the United States Is experiencing, becomes a reality In
western Canada.

